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Introduction
As improbable as it seems, the fleeting UFO sightings and other mysterious accounts of hidden
extraterrestrial influences and presence on the earth all through history actually reflect reality.
But what is not real is that ETs are shy or exceedingly respectful of our sovereignty and are
reluctant to perturb us —exactly the opposite is true. They have us under their control and prefer
to run the world from behind the scenes. This ebook summary outlines but a few examples of
the many harmful problems they cause. Questions we asked Creator of All That Is, are shown in
bold, followed by the transcribed answers we channeled. It is time for us to awaken to this truth
and the dire implications before it’s too late.
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Origins and Overview of the
Extraterrestrial Problem
What is the master plan of the malevolent extraterrestrials currently interacting with
humanity? What do they want? Why are they doing all that they are doing?
They are an expression of the dark end of the spectrum created by the duality of good and
evil. This is the nature of things in the physical universe in the dimension you inhabit, that
everything has an opposite. This is no less true in conduct of the individual. There are good and
bad choices, good and bad behaviors, productive and unproductive activities. The competition
created by physical existence for the needs of a living organism automatically create the
potential for interaction, and to promote a conflict when there is a limitation. Someone will
gain the energy, the natural resource, the best parking spot, and it will be usually the one with
greatest power and can exert the greatest force. In a divine world there would be universal
sharing and this would simply be seen as one’s natural choice to make, not a duty or obligation
which implies sacrifice but a loving perspective wanting the other to have any benefit that is
enjoyed by the self. That is the light being perspective of things. In the duality, the possibility of
accruing great fortune at the expense of another, can be a lure.
These beings are wanting your planet for themselves, and to enjoy the planet they will need to
remove the pesky humans who get in their way and who also feel they have rights. This is the
major aim of all the extraterrestrials in earth plane. They are working in various ways in collusion
with one another, the various ET races, to maintain the supremacy they have in operating
with impunity and to work against human with the goal to eventually eradicate them. This is
being counterbalanced by a divine support for the human and will need human participation to
become fully effective. The reason for the counterbalance is to make things a fair fight, so to
speak, because the extraterrestrial races have such superior technology that they could easily
overwhelm and eradicate humanity if they had the unchallenged, unchecked upper hand. This is
not being allowed and has been thwarted again and again.
But the humans must do their part, so that they can truly prevail and push out the interlopers.
At the moment, they essentially are little more than slaves and playthings of the extraterrestrials
and the dark spirits who exploit them, living off human energy and productivity in various ways,
and entertaining themselves by acts of violence, and perturbations of all kinds to demonstrate
Origins and Overview of the Extraterrestrial Problem
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their remaining power and their prowess in manipulating human beings and causing all kinds
of human follies including the deaths of many fellow humans. This is a demonstration of the
depravity of the dark spirits and the extraterrestrials, who themselves have been corrupted
by dark spirit influence to have the same dark view of things and to be disconnected from the
divine. That is the basic dilemma.
There is a physical energetic connection to the divine realm by all beings in physical form. This
is invisible but quite real and it is a lifeline to divine love and energies of all kinds, to maintain the
living status first and foremost, and then to act as a communication link for divine messages. If
this is impaired, there is a lessening of the communication and a corruption and a diminishment.
This has been accomplished by the dark spirits who know how to manipulate these links to
close them down to a great extent, and this has created the dilemma among human of the
character disorders, so-called, where individuals become quite self-centered and display the
attributes of narcissism and then the worst dilemma of the total lack of love and compassion of
the sociopath. These manifestations of negativity are caused by dark spirits, it is not a genetic
anomaly. It is a plan by the dark ones to diminish humans and make them more like themselves.
This reduction in ability to love has grave consequences and serves the darkness in causing
all kinds of mayhem and mischief in small and large ways. This is the reason the negative ETs
are such a malevolent influence and force because they have come under the control and
manipulation of the dark spirits. Until that issue is resolved there will be an ongoing contest
here. The answer is in turning to the light and reconnecting and strengthening that connection.
This can be done through intention, to allow the link to grow and flourish, and will be rewarded
by greater inner strength and resolve, a kind of clarity and calm in knowing that love will prevail
and eventually will rule.
Is the flood of false channelings and other disinformation about extraterrestrials coming
forward designed to keep us passively waiting for deliverance by others rather than
using our own powerful co-creative ability?
This again is a metaphysically astute and advanced perception. The notion that you will be
saved, on one level is true, but the savior will not be as advertised by many. There are many
prophets, would-be experts in predicting a future of divine rescue with a Messiah of some
kind, a world leader who will emerge from the pack with such divine presence and truth as will
persuade all humans to follow, and will bring forth great truth and turn the tide. This is a false
notion. It is a distraction, a misrepresentation of Creator’s plan.
There are many who say that the Earth will go through an ascension process and we are along
for the ride automatically, so there is nothing to do but wait for the great event and look forward
to finally returning to a higher way of being. This also is a false misrepresentation of Creator’s
plan.
And then there are those who say the benevolent extraterrestrials will come in and begin to
interact finally, and have only been waiting for the best opportunity to do so, with care, with a
loving touch, without disrupting society too greatly, who have needed this time to prepare your
minds for such a shocking revelation, and that a disclosure will be imminent. And at that point,
all will become clear, the perpetrators will flee the scene, and sanity will once again prevail.
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These are all semblances of the truth of Creator’s plan, but none captures the essence and
all divert humans from the central need of Creator’s plan, which is for them to take part. All
are involved, all are necessary, all have a role to play, and all must make choices to embrace
Creator’s plan or to be on the sidelines. If you stay on the sidelines, you will not be aboard the
train.
So there is an action step needed for each and every living human to make a choice, to be
part of a broad solution to bring the light back in more fully, for that is what is needed here, a
reconnection with the divine and the higher awareness of not just divine origin, but the divine
functioning in conveying and sharing of love. So there are many who are touting a love solution,
that all you need is love, love is enough, love is what is needed, to be loving will turn the tide
and that is the trick that is essential for achieving happiness and a successful growth and
emergence of a new way of living, and a paradise for humanity.
There is nothing wrong with any of these messages up to a point. It is true that love is the
purpose of creation. It is true that love is the most powerful force in the universe. It is true
that love can conquer all and can accomplish miracles. But it is not true that love in a vacuum
will touch others or even help the self. What is needed for love to have its ultimate aim, is the
reconnection of humans in the physical with the divine level, so all are once again one.
Until that happens, you will all be in a vacuum and you will be sharing that vacuum with
interlopers, both dark spirits and dark extraterrestrial beings, who are among you in great
numbers and influencing you on a continual basis, all day every day. If you choose to remain
in that vacuum and practicing and exercising love, that will be helpful for you up to a point,
but you will need more divine action to have the vacuum fully dealt with and put this chapter
behind you to emerge stronger, more accomplished, with a rich heritage of accomplishing the
seeming impossible, to prevail against all odds; and the consequences of the temptation of
personal power, of ego gratification, and the dark forces arrayed against you to teach you by
bad example what not to do.
So the great awakening for love is to partner with the divine, for if you consider that all love is
a divine extension and flows from us, the folly of doing this solely on your own can become
clear to you. If the love comes from us, and yet you deny our existence, what you are doing is
choking down the lifeline, the love line—both are good descriptions. So you can exist on life
support for quite a long while, but there are better ways to live, and if you partner with the divine,
the love will only grow and can become quite awesome in its extent and majesty.
So these are the choices you have, to use love and to reach out to the divine, or wait for rescue.
If all choose to wait for rescue, it will be a very long time in coming, and will eventually require a
more enlightened populace to do what we are describing. If you are not ready and you opt out,
you will be left in place marking time.
This has gone on already for many, many, many, centuries, and you are quite lucky that in
today’s world, the words we speak can reach many thousands of people eventually. This was
not possible in ancient times but it can be so today. The ultimate irony would be that despite
the ability to communicate, and to do this outreach in answer to your requesting, it falls on deaf
ears. So the choices are clear and for you to make. We will not force anything on anyone. We
are only answering your questions as best we can with divine truth.
Origins and Overview of the Extraterrestrial Problem
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For use in our Get Wisdom project, can you give us a tutorial of the history of the fallen
angels and their corruption of humans and the extraterrestrials, including a timeline
for when the Anunnaki first arrived on earth, what caused the downfall of Atlantis, what
extraterrestrials were involved, and what were other major consequences for humanity of
the extraterrestrial presence?
The Anunnaki have been on earth for millions of years, and in fact, they were responsible
for the annihilation of an earlier go-round of human creation, so this is the second attempt
in current Universe for the successful launch of the divine human. The Anunnaki had left the
earth for an extended period and this was used as an opportunity to reintroduce a divine
human in physical form and establish them. This was indeed followed by the re-appearance of
Anunnaki who detected this event intuitively, and came to investigate and see what they could
exploit for themselves. This started a long saga of human suppression as they resumed their
old ways in subjugating humans, to enslave them and use them as a slave labor force. And
this coincided with the need at that time for some raw materials that were obtainable from the
earth and gave them a handy workforce for this purpose. This was the mining of gold, and this
started approximately 150,000 years ago and continued for at least 100,000 years more. At that
point, there was waning interest and they left the humans largely alone to fend for themselves,
knowing they could return at any time and further exploit them.
The Arcturians and their robotic Greys entered the picture during the time of Atlantis. This
was a period of great awakening of humanity in which much progress was made to extend
the size of human population and to further the ascension progress of enlightenment through
the recovering of autonomy and making great strides with healing the trauma from all that had
happened historically. During this entire period, the fallen angels were an influence as they
had been involved in the culture of the Anunnaki long before they came to earth. So this was a
thorn in the side of humans, so to speak, from the very beginning, and this was part of the early
warning from Creator to humans again and again through all of the intuitive channels available.
The earliest humans had a much greater intuitive reach and were able to receive guidance
with much greater clarity than typical today. So the average human would be on the lookout for
signs of spirit interference and had a working knowledge of taking care of this by requesting
divine help. The great change was instituted by, again, a re-visiting by Anunnaki who degraded
the human genome at that point and restricted access both to higher self and to the deep
subconscious level of the mind. And this was to limit the human reach once and for all, so they
would be readily manageable through manipulation and would be less likely to cause trouble.
This was setting the stage for what happened in Atlantis, for the downgrade of human was
creeping into their society and that of other societies, because this was done across the board
and began to influence the quality of existence. And this caused much consternation and much
blaming of one another, and particularly other outside groups among the world’s aggregate
population. This was all fomented by spirit meddler interference and propaganda from within the
mind to see enemies in anyone different, and to create high levels of discord within the human
hierarchies and institutions. This set the scene to foment a major war among the two great
peoples of the day, and this was aided and abetted by the Arcturians and the Arcturian Greys,
as well as Reptilians who entered at that time.
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It was for the purpose of carrying out an extermination that the Alliance was first formed. This
was nearly successful, but was again constrained by divine intervention. And at this point, the
Extraterrestrial Alliance lost their interest in finalizing things, and the reason was the curiosity of
the Arcturians and especially the Arcturian Greys in further understanding the novel aspects of
the divine human, in seeing their immortal nature close at hand, and by following generations of
humans coming and going, were intrigued with possibilities of discovering the secrets of this and
incorporating this within their own lineage. And so this was the way the divine realm kept open a
lifeline, although the trade-off was allowing humans to become the guinea pigs for research and
exploitation by the Arcturians and the Arcturian Greys in studying the human genome.
This experiment was nearly eradicated by the war at that point, but has continued to this day
and has become, in some ways, a liability for the Extraterrestrial Alliance, as the scope is so
huge it commands much time and effort. The Greys are tireless, but the other entities have
differing interests and are no longer wishing to support this enterprise. The power and reach of
the alien Greys is such that it is not a simple matter to just shut this program down. So this will
be a major challenge and is part of the shift going on in focus of the Extraterrestrial Alliance, and
will be a factor in determining the overall plans for humanity, as to the timetable needed to wean
the alien Greys away from their obsession with human experimentation.
All four of these extraterrestrial groups (Anunnaki, Arcturians, Arcturian Greys, and Reptilians)
maintain a foothold here, some in quite large numbers, and their reach is vast and near total.
It is only the extent to which they want to cause interference and pain directly, that any human
freedoms still exist, as it is a kind of sport for them to interfere. So things are at a precarious
point with the balance of power resting on three pillars: one being the shifting resolve of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance members and how they view the future utility of maintaining humanity
versus its termination; the second being the somewhat weakened resolve of humans to focus
on their further enlightenment, which makes them more in alignment with annihilation than
rescue; and then the third pillar being the divine realm who remain steadfast in pursuing a
full enlightenment of the divine human, but awaiting the outcome of what is chosen by all
the stakeholders involved, as it remains an experiment and a contest among the physical
stakeholders to determine the future of each party and how they might interact with one another.
This is why humans themselves have a critical role in their future beyond the mundane
attendance to their creature comforts, and economic stability, and governmental efficiency,
and the diplomatic interaction with other nation-states, and so on. The wildcard in the future of
humanity lies with the Extraterrestrial Alliance and whether they can be the final determinant for
a positive versus a negative outcome. The spirit meddlers cannot help themselves in promoting
depravity, for it is who they are, even though this is perilous in the end for them because if they
lose their physical hosts they will perish as well. But they are not capable of seeing things in
this way and recognizing alternatives to save themselves. This is why human alone can apply
reason and wisdom, if knowledgeable about the true meaning of what is at stake and the facts
at hand and the options available.
We have been proposing again and again, that all reach out to the divine light for support and
continued help for all levels of human endeavor. This is the answer needed—to strengthen the
second of the three pillars and overwhelm the first pillar that is controlling things with respect to
helping humanity or hurting. The humans can change that if they desire it to happen, and the
divine realm can make it so. It is simply a choice, but humans need to weigh in with their vote
Origins and Overview of the Extraterrestrial Problem
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and do so consciously, not necessarily with full understanding of the history and the details
as we have outlined things with at least a broad brush, but truly wanting in their hearts to be
partners with Creator in bringing in love for all, to raise up humanity to ever-greater heights. If
enough humans do so, this will happen, and for all involved.
A viewer asks: “How much (percentage-wise) of the New World Order planned agenda is
Anunnaki, and how much is human? Are the Anunnaki micromanaging?”
The term “micromanaging” is quite ill-defined and in particular is difficult to apply to workings
of the Extraterrestrial Alliance. They endeavor to control things with an iron grip and are more
intrusive and manipulative and a determining factor in things than humans appreciate currently.
Even those who understand the paradigm will undervalue their grasp and forcefulness in
bringing about desired events done by humans themselves. So we would say more than 90% of
the overall broad agenda is inspired and orchestrated by the Extraterrestrial Alliance. It is only
items of petty concern that may have a humanitarian goal or benefit in mind for a select group or
groups of individuals needing assistance, and so on, which are outside their sphere of concern.
But all of the big decisions will be following a deliberate plan that is worked out years in advance
to incorporate all major undertakings.
There are always spontaneous targets of opportunity that come along and then a plan might
be concocted on the fly, so to speak, to take advantage of a window of opportunity and start a
new enterprise or a side project to cause harm to someone. But by and large, the humans are
doing exactly what the extraterrestrials want. It is because their plan is to have a high degree
of infighting, disagreement, friction, and many confusing circumstances when people end up
working at cross-purposes that makes it hard to see the truth. That is the cleverness of their
approach because it creates both the illusion that free will is in effect and that there is nothing
particularly profound or insightful about the planning itself, as so many times things fail or are
less productive and efficient as hoped because people are not assuming that any higher-level
planning is for the detriment of humanity, but that is always the case—they are never helping
humans but only hurting. If they do something that ends up as a benefit, it will be by mistake
and lack of vision in anticipating the unexpected consequences.
A viewer asks: “Are the Anunnaki communicating their orders directly to the top
individuals of the global elite as opposed to mind control manipulation?”
They do both, but often not with direct awareness on the part of the recipient of the information
as to where it originates and truly from whom. They use a combination of psychic messages
given directly to the deep subconscious along with manipulation and control of human beings
who are commandeered for a time to attend a face-to-face meeting and give marching orders,
in effect, as their own persona, but it will not be them who is controlling the body at that point
in time. Their awareness will be, in effect, switched off and then a memory suppressed of the
entire episode and usually those involved in such communications will be none the wiser that
anything is amiss.
There can also be Reptilian shapeshifters who imitate someone in authority and will present
themselves at an arranged meeting as an imposter and this will never come to light. Many times
the person in an official role has only a tangential interaction and with no prior history or even
awareness what the individual looks like, it is easy to send in an imposter with a specific agenda
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in mind and get things in motion through an orchestration. And those who are supposed to be
in charge may never even know something is being done under their watch, that they may have
had no part in directly, but is being done by underlings influenced through outside means of this
kind. So there are many scenarios here that can be utilized to bring things about to favor the
aims of the Extraterrestrial Alliance and cause problems for humans and their institutions.
What activities do Reptilian psychics engage in to influence the earthplane and how do
their activities differ from those of the Anunnaki psychics?
The Reptilians, as you know, engage with the dark spirits in the same way as Anunnaki. They
have their own particular agenda within the activities of the broad plans of Extraterrestrial
Alliance. There is a division of responsibilities and so the tasks requested of the dark spirits by
Reptilians may differ somewhat from those of the Anunnaki but the overall aim, to commandeer
them to create a target, and a targeted agenda to be applied, is done by both species of
extraterrestrials but for somewhat varied objectives. So the main difference between the
Reptilians and the Anunnaki in terms of the psychic involvement is that the Anunnaki are very
heavily involved in cultivating spiritual leaders among human culture and all the channelers.
They wish to insert themselves, and do, and are almost uniformly successful at this which we
have told you many times before.
The Reptilians do much less of this because they have less patience and are not as willing
to subsume themselves into the cultural trappings of mere humans with their silly ideas, and
primitive, childish, wishful thinking. So they are less inclined to take that role, and leave that
to the Anunnaki to mind the human spiritual community. They are more likely to be involved in
doing psychic work with people in the Mercenary Army Program who are back in civilian status,
but need incentives and a checkup or a reeling-back-in if they have begun to stray from the
orders given to remain separate and to not have curiosity about their prior doings, or the topic
itself of extraterrestrials and their significance. Human curiosity being what it is, to have such an
intense personal involvement and then keep it suppressed totally from awareness while off duty,
is a tall order and not always successful. That curiosity can, in turn, get out of hand and begin
to open memory traces that will surface and be concerning because of their strange and often
violent nature. It is simply the deep subconscious wanting safety and to be rescued from future
torment it fears may come again because it sees the tortures it has been subjected to with the
harsh training involved.
So the minding of the military, the Mercenary Army Program survivors, is largely done by
Reptilians, and this keeps them fairly busy. They are also involved with influencing living
humans who may be involved in some way in the actions of the Mercenary Army Program in
carrying out missions and may need a softening up of people in a certain area, or for targeted
subjects to be manipulated and maneuvered into position to be abducted, or to be killed, or
subjected to some other direct or indirect influence. So they are, in a sense, scouts who are
participating in the training and deployment of the Mercenary Army minions. They also assist the
alien Greys in their efforts when there are higher-level needs to carry out particular functions.
So they will carry out various types of inner programming. They will deal with unruly humans,
programming them to maintain secrecy, or to frighten the people, and so on. They are more
skillful than the alien Greys themselves.
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The alien Greys can manipulate a person readily, but there is a limit to what they can convince
them to believe because they are so different from human, being a soulless being. The Reptilian
can much better understand the inner motivations and the nuances of human behavior, and
so they are more sophisticated and more powerful and effective in overseeing abductions for
purposes of education, or programming to carry out more complex intentions for the abducted
victims. These are the major distinctions.
The Arcturians are psychic as well, and they are also involved with the abductions on many
occasions and serve as overseers and do support the agenda of the Extraterrestrial Alliance
in directing the alien Greys, and this keeps them quite busy because of the very large number
involved. There are thousands of missions going on at any one moment, and so this is a huge
enterprise and requires oversight, so this is the primary preoccupation of the physical Arcturians.
Is it true that a Reptilian imposter does not reincarnate into a copy of a human, but that
a physical Reptilian shape-shifts into the human configuration, based on the person’s
DNA, and becomes a copy of the human, and then, the human’s memory is downloaded
to them?
Yes, this is a correct description of the process and the sequence of events. This is a complex
melding of the prior information coming from the living human but commandeered and replicated
to serve as the inner repository of knowledge and inherent characteristics, so that the mimicry
will be realistic and virtually undetectable, except by the closest scrutiny with foreknowledge and
awareness of possible subterfuge going on.
How are family members and close associates controlled to allow a Reptilian imposter to
be completely undetectable?
In most cases, this is done through mind control manipulation to create complacency and to
redirect thoughts if any questions or doubts arise about how the person might be behaving.
Certainly, in a situation with a world leader gaining power there would be many reasons to
dismiss any change in the person, by friends and family, as being attributable to the greater
stress and the need to focus more broadly, and in some new ways, to serve the nation or other
institution being under their charge, and to grow beyond what they were as a prior independent
individual without such responsibilities.
If needed, the family members can be replaced as well. This will particularly be true if there is
a close working association and the need is present to have them agree with more negative
choices that will affect a broad array of ongoing operations or numbers of people. This will be
done to avoid inner circle discord but will depend on how they can be managed without having
to go to this length.
Why are Reptilians willing to become an imposter for a human, knowing they will have
to live out that person’s relatively short remaining life lifespan? Do they literally die,
sacrificing the opportunity they could have otherwise lived, perhaps hundreds more
years in Reptilian form, or do they somehow escape that fate?
You have seen the correct interpretation here intuitively, that they are not throwing themselves
on a funeral pyre for a short time in service to their cause at the expense of their own life.
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Knowing their nature, you could reason this out simply because they are too selfish and savage
to be wanting to serve a cause at their own expense. So what indeed happens, is that at the
time of death of the physical human, their energy escapes in an interdimensional form, and
then they revert to their Reptilian physical form in another location to maintain secrecy. If you
think about the fact they move between dimensions routinely in carrying out objectives, this is
no great feat for them although it is beyond your understanding of physics at the present time
as a human. This completes the subterfuge, and so their only sacrifice is those relatively few
years living out the life of a government official, for example, which may be only a few remaining
decades at most. In most cases, those in power have achieved it after a long period of career
advancement and it is only at the later stage of life they are given the reins of power. And so this
can vary, but in most instances is not that huge a time of service.
To what activities do the Reptilians contribute, to serve the Extraterrestrial Alliance,
and what, if any, of these are solely their role, in addition to providing shape-shifting
imposters?
As you know, the Reptilians are heavily engaged in supporting the abduction efforts. They are
there for tactical reasons. There may be subjects from whom they wish to extract information.
They may want transport, and so there is a two-for-one benefit in carrying out an abduction in an
area also the subject of a Reptilian target—to do surveillance, espionage activities, sabotage, or
some other purpose, and they can be dropped off or picked up to return to a base of operations
at the same time. They are also interested in certain individuals in the abduction program, and
gaining knowledge about humanity through parallel study of the human lineage. So they, like
the Anunnaki, are harvesting useful data in parallel to the alien Grey agenda to learn the human
secret of reincarnation and transfer of emotional capabilities to their own kind.
The Reptilians are serving as a brain trust in providing an additional surveillance network,
through the monitoring of individuals by implanting sensors that will transmit a person’s thoughts
and emotions, as well as allowing the receipt of programmed instructions and propaganda.
There are many people they monitor in this fashion as part of having a greater degree of control.
It is more efficient, in some respects, than entraining psychics to do this intuitively, without the
implant to facilitate things. The implant guarantees specificity of the target and therefore has
some built-in security involved as well. They have their own microchip program that serves their
particular desires and their intentions for manipulation.
The Extraterrestrial Alliance is not in 100% agreement in all respects as to what should be
done, and in what order, and to what degree. Each extraterrestrial civilization has its own
agenda, and its own way of thinking, and strategy and tactics they prefer. They are in general
agreement across the board on the need for human subjugation, as well as the need for human
annihilation. At this point, they have all weighed in and have a pact in place to see this carried
out, with the exception of sequestering a cohort of humans who are in the abduction program
currently, and will be maintained to continue following the genetic progress and the lineage of
these subjects. This will be done as a reward to the alien Greys for their steadfast support of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance for thousands of years now.
The Reptilians have certain telepathic abilities that enable them to attune to multiple subjects.
It is sort of akin to their shape-shifting capability that they can segregate their nonlocal
consciousness among a number of subjects to be targeted simultaneously. And so this makes
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them of special value for particular missions when there is a need to monitor members of a
gathering, and coordinate the information, and do a manipulation as well, to help them come to
some consensus of opinion and decisions that favor an outcome desired by the Extraterrestrial
Alliance. This will be greatly aided by having a physical presence as well, and the ability to
shape-shift makes them the ideal agent to infiltrate and be an informant and provocateur for
whatever might be needed by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to shape human events for the worse.
These are the main benefits. Their technology, in terms of spacecraft and weaponry, is
somewhat personal to them, and like the others, have their own way of doing things. So it is
also coveted and not fully and readily shared. This is true across the board, as none of these
civilizations truly trust one another. It is simply their nature to be selfish and to be distrustful
of anyone’s intentions, especially beings not of their kind. So all jealously guard many deep
secrets, and do not want to have their technology in the hands of the others. These civilizations,
by virtue of being advanced, already come with full capabilities to participate in the secret
collaboration, and are each adding something special to the mix that is appreciated by their
fellows. So for the present time, things are running fairly smoothly and they are getting along.
This may not always be the case, but is true for now.
Are the Arcturians on their home planet benevolent and perhaps unaware of the
predatory behavior of their brethren here on Earth?
Unfortunately, this is not the case. Like the Anunnaki, the Arcturians and their civilization have
become heavily corrupted by spirit meddlers, and they have pulled away from their divine roots,
and have suffered accordingly a degradation of their reach to the divine. The awareness and,
in fact, the support from divine realm is increasingly limited, and they are moving towards the
same plight as the spirit meddlers, in facing an eventual complete disconnection of life force
energy from the divine, and then will perish as physical races. There may be spirit remnants
who can make a parasitic existence happen for a time, but eventually all will perish, with the
present trajectory that is well advanced now.
Are there any positive Arcturian extraterrestrials (also known as Nordics) that are being
channeled by humans?
Unfortunately, this is not the case. There is a body of such literature, but like most channelings
they are a misdirection, and they are propaganda only. While containing some truth and
accurate information, they are a distortion to put a positive face on these beings when this is not
warranted.
A viewer asks: “How closely does Arcturian society and culture resemble Anunnaki
society and culture, and how does it differ significantly—if at all?”
There are many similarities and many differences. In many respects, human culture is modeled
after the extraterrestrials and not after human innate characteristics and inclinations. Those are
essentially vestigial at this point because of the overlay culturally of so many extraterrestrial
values, ideals, and corruptions. So human culture is a distortion of great magnitude imparting
many negative characteristics from top to bottom. Every level of human society and all its
institutions are heavily corrupted by extraterrestrial values and thinking. Some are deliberate
manipulations to worsen things in particular ways that the extraterrestrials know will be
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incompatible with human happiness and ability to thrive. Others are simply logical to them, and
their desire for order and discipline, and willingness to enforce it quite harshly, matches their
own perspectives and, while destructive, is not chosen for that reason particularly, more that it is
their habit and the way they control things.
So naturally, when they control humans, they put in the establishment of hierarchies and ways
to reinforce power and control and create harsh regimes and organizational hierarchies where
power is concentrated at the top and those at the bottom merely supplicants. But this is how
they themselves live, and this is true of all three extraterrestrial societies. There are different
cultural trappings among them. There are differing views about power and control, to some
extent, and differing pursuits in terms of personal interests and characteristics, but these are
complex to describe because there are no words in your language for these characteristics and
the way they are manifested.
There are general differences, with the Reptilians being the most immediately savage; followed
by the Anunnaki with a more measured kind of response, slower to heat up and less likely to
reach the level of rage, but rather a more determined and intense negativity that is purposeful
but highly controlled. With the Arcturians being the more evenhanded and mild-mannered in
comparison to the other two species of beings, they are more cold and calculating; and more
intellectual but, like the Anunnaki, are quite self-indulgent and more interested in personal
pleasure than hard work and sacrifice. But they are not to be underestimated either. When
threatened, they can be formidable adversaries. Their shrewdness and cunning have kept them
going and kept them in this alliance despite prior fallings out, so they are a force to be reckoned
with and are highly capable technologically like the others.
How could advanced civilizations not know about God and be actively working against
you?
It is really no different than your own civilization and the current state of affairs with respect to
level of belief. While the majority of people will identify themselves as religious, relatively few are
applying themselves diligently to regular interaction with the divine realm in a meaningful way.
And this is because of the corruption of religion to disempower people, and while holding up the
image of the divine realm, keep the people somewhat disconnected. And so the yearnings are
there, but not the encouragement to embrace the divine realm in the highest and best way. You
can see that given more time, humanity will likely move in the direction of increasing disbelief
and secularization, and the eventual abandonment of formal religion altogether, and moving
towards a further embracing of technology as the answer to human betterment. This is the
precise sequence that befell the extraterrestrial civilizations now preying upon humanity. They
were corrupted by fallen angelics who then began to cause a rejection of the very idea of God,
and over a great span of time this became quite well entrenched to the point where any idea of
a divine agent or source is unthinkable.
Extraterrestrial propaganda talks in depth about God and true spiritual principles. Do
they see us as children believing in a Santa Claus and think they are simply encouraging
a fairytale?
This is a quite useful analogy, for this is indeed the case. They understand the spiritual
teachings that have been embraced through the ages in various cultures, but they regard this
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as simplistic wishful thinking, and can repeat the ideas and the words but do not believe them
personally, and do, in fact, see humans as simpletons engaged in a kind of magical thinking and
see this as a weakness they can manipulate and do quite extensively to their own advantage.
Would it be accurate to say that no good alien has an agenda to physically appear to
humans?
Yes, this is quite accurate and will be shocking and a great disappointment to many. For others,
it will be a reason to dismiss all we have said as being the very thing we purport to expose—
namely, that we ourselves are an imposter in this exchange, because they have come to believe
in their alien friends as being allies and working to help humanity and promising great events to
come. This, unfortunately, is another ruse and it is another way they operate, appearing in the
physical to human beings as friendly and as wishing to help, and with a good story about how
they are going about that, and generating a feeling of trustworthiness and acceptance and often
awe and loving feelings in the bargain. This is a form of mind control.
Whenever a physical alien appears, it begins to instill feelings and perceptions within the human
subject—to engage their trust, to disarm them and make them highly interested and accepting
of their presence as a great honor and a promising source for future gains. And so, this is a
subterfuge and a manipulation, from first to last. We can tell you that, at present, there in fact is
a divine admonition for noninterference by extraterrestrials who are of the benevolent sort. And
the reason is to allow the humans to carry the load, as was the intention of this undertaking from
the very beginning. This serves humanity in the end, because it is no different than engaging in
a race to see who can run the fastest, but then at the final stretch coming in and giving someone
a motor scooter to ride and they become the winner. And so, that would subvert the gain, would
subvert the true meaning and accomplishment of going the distance and creating the heaven on
earth that is the future intention here.
So, the benevolent extraterrestrials are doing some things behind-the-scenes, in a higher-level
operation, to begin to affect the electromagnetic grid of earth, for example, to remove some of
the suppression, but not to partner directly with humans as allies in a physical sense. And so,
at the moment, this is a very, very clear dividing line between who is trustworthy and who is
not. Any physical alien you encounter will be an imposter pretending to be a being of light or
assistance for the benefit of humanity, but engaging in a falsehood.
So, this is something that deserves to be spread and will ruffle many, many feathers and will
incur the wrath of many individuals who have come to believe in their extraterrestrial friends. But
this is unavoidable and, as you are asking direct questions about these matters, we cannot hide
this truth from you. So, the consequences of spreading this information will fall to you and to
us, as well, but we are in a safe place and you are not. So, we appreciate the seriousness with
which the information may have implications for your safety even, and your future acceptance
among others, but this is something that will need to be sorted out in order for things to
move forward more aggressively, once again. The people who are engaged with the physical
extraterrestrials also mean well, but all are being influenced without their awareness quite
heavily with an inner programming to make them complacent, and to enhance and cement this
alliance on a deep, energetic and belief level, and this does not serve them.
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So, this is yet another distinction that needs to be made. The benevolent extraterrestrials do
serve as sources of knowledge and wisdom for certain channelers and there are some who
can be trusted with these messages; many who cannot. They are the source, for the most
part, of messages coming through and relating to extraterrestrial origins and matters, so they
are allowed to impart certain energies to assist the divine agents who are impulsing humans
with encouragement and support, as they have uplifting thoughts and intentions. And so, some
technical things are being supported by the benevolent extraterrestrials, as assistance. The crop
circles are another example of high-level messages and these are genuine, for the most part,
coming from benevolent, extraterrestrial sources. And the reason for this is that the high-level
beings are in another dimension altogether and they are not compatible with the earth plane
and do not wish to come into this realm. So, this is the way they can interact; through energy,
through their consciousness, not as physical beings. And this is another reason for the actual
distinction.
And so, the link-up with the advanced extraterrestrials will be done in a nonphysical meeting. It
will be done energetically and through the imposition of imagery done via technology, to allow
a communication in a familiar way to you; through images of their appearance and so forth, but
will not be done by beings coming down a stairway from a UFO and shaking hands. So, this
gives you some idea of the difference between the lofty ones and the ones who are part of the
dark corruption that is abroad in the land and having a huge influence on all Earth doings.
A viewer asks: “Creator, at this time how many physical benevolent beings and/or races
are living on or in close proximity to the Earth and the moon?”
The answer here numerically is very easy to convey. It is zero. There are no physical
extraterrestrial beings within your proximity who are benevolent aside from some slaves of
other cultures who happen to be here but are sequestered as prisoners, essentially. So our view
is these truly do not count because the intent of the question is to see “Are there benevolent
extraterrestrials who have our interests at heart and who may be of help to humanity in some
way, through growth, providing knowledge, insight, various technologies for our advancement
and the improvement of humanity and institutions—things like free energy and better health care
and so on?” These are propaganda tools of the darkness to dangle that possibility in front of
you as a would-be answer to all of humanity’s ills. It is a lure and a trap in fact, because they are
wanting people to essentially surrender without a fight. But we would tell you that the barbarian
is at the gates. They are promising you a feast and may well show it to you on a platter to entice
you to lower the drawbridge and allow them to come in and join in a feast with you. If you do so,
you will in effect be surrendering to your demise.
Again we do not filter our message, nor make it indirect and mild for the tender palate. We want
to stir you up, we want you to take this seriously and to be alarmed about what we say to you.
All about you are messages of great encouragement about all the divine realm is doing and all
the benevolent extraterrestrials are doing to repair the energies, to have things change within
Gaia, the blessings of the Sun beginning to start an ascension process that raises everything
up, cleanses and brings everyone into a glorious new existence, free of worry, a place of
limitless powers, leaving behind all of the negativities of karma and on, and on, and on. Would
that it were true. At the current point in time you are experiencing, this is a goal but not yet
a reality. This you can see for yourselves. So we are saying, be cautious before accepting a
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handout. This is what the con artist does. They give you something in return for something and
then you find out what they gave you is hollow and empty and what you gave them may be your
last dollar. So be cautious here and heed our warning that all such promises are false. There will
not be a rescue from benevolent extraterrestrials. There needs to be a rescue from the divine
level, that is the only thing that can help humanity at this point.
You have four types of extraterrestrial physical beings and their civilizations behind them
who have already infiltrated the planet and have Earth within its control. This has gone on
for thousands of years already. It is too late to fend off the interlopers, they are already here,
they walk among you, they control your media, they manipulate your own thoughts to varying
degrees. The manipulations and their grave effects go on, and on, and on, but we know
this is not what you are asking. We are only providing that information as a counterpoint to
the desire in your question for assistance from a high level that can stand in opposition to
such an influence. So if this does not happen, where will you turn? Your technology, your
level of understanding and intelligence is not great enough to counteract the power of four
extraterrestrial civilizations with millions of years of knowledge and sophisticated development
of their technologies, and their understanding of you from A to Z, already in place. You are far
behind them in your knowledge and experience. You cannot do this on your own. You need a
divine agent who can change this in a way that will not be destructive and painful to go through.
The only thing physical extraterrestrials could do, would be go to war because they will be
repulsed physically by acts of war if they were to show up here. This you do not want, we can
assure you. That is why it will not happen. It is too late for that.
When the world is already occupied, you, in effect, have a prison and the prison is heavily
fortified and heavily defended and jealously guarded. And if you think this through, an invasion
force of extraterrestrial beings, even with superior firepower or capability would not want to
proceed if the interlopers were to start slaughtering humans as a disincentive. This they would
do readily to help themselves survive. The higher-level extraterrestrials would never embark
on such an enterprise because this is completely non-divine, so that is also in keeping with the
very definition of high-level extraterrestrial beings. They do not war. And so this is why humans
are the key. Humans have to decide to embrace the only answer left to them, and that is us. We
cannot assist you unless you invite us to come in. So all the people championing the physical
extraterrestrial friends, the outer star systems interested in your welfare, the Pleiadians, the
Sirians, and so on, are disempowering you from taking the only step that will truly help you. The
other beings are out there and are sympathetic but they are not Creator, they cannot solve this
problem. It is up to you to solve it. We have given you the answer and the tool. Will you use it?
That is the question. So the choice is yours.
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Alien Abductions
Are many types of extraterrestrials working together in the human abduction
phenomenon?
This is very, very true. There is an alliance of the Anunnaki, who were here first, to manipulate
human with the Reptilians, and with the Arcturians who in turn created the alien Grey beings.
The Greys are a robotic creation, they are soulless beings, they are a type of artificial
intelligence. But the Arcturians who are called Nordics by many, or assumed to be from other
stars, such as Aldebaran or Orion, and so on, are in this to the hilt. The abductions are carried
out by Arcturians, the Greys, and Reptilians, sometimes all three together, sometimes one
participant singly, or where two might be visible to the abductees but not a third, and that is
because of the sheer volume of the enterprise. Whoever is available to fill a need may be
pressed into service but they are all working in concert. They work on this for varying agendas.
The extraterrestrials produce various types of implants to facilitate the manipulations. The Greys
want to understand the soul and want to be able to reincarnate and persist as a lineage and to
have a consciousness that continues beyond their normal working life. That is a pure folly as it
will not happen, but they have been manipulating human with that intention in mind. They are
being indulged by the Arcturians by giving people to them as a kind of reward, to let them do this
tinkering. They assist as well and there are advantages to them personally and they see a role
for them in exploiting Earth down the line.
What percentage of people with alien implants from abductions have an alien portal in
their home or workplace?
At least one third of alien abductees also have a permanent portal installed on the premises,
the point from which it is mutually most convenient to gain access to the human’s environment
and extract them for study or other purposes. This creates a greater level of security for the
clandestine manipulation that is less demanding with regard to overriding the observations
of a large group of potential witnesses in many settings, as the intrusion can be carried out
via interdimensional transport without the need for a nearby craft that must hover and allow
potential observation of the comings and goings directly by unexpected witnesses. So this is
part of the broad-scale effort and a routine element.
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Is the instillation of mercury into the midline cerebral canal of infants, rather than a
DNA alteration through more elegant means, the way the extraterrestrials produce a
diminishment of intuitive capability, but often with side effects of ADHD and autism?
Once again, your intuition is serving you brilliantly. This is an inspired analysis because you are
hitting on the precise way in which the extraterrestrial manipulation of the young in particular
can cause such devastating effects that appear rather quickly following their manipulation.
And this is the reason they also couple their intervention with human young around the time of
receiving vaccination so it can serve as a possible culprit. This also provides a cover story to
prevent a hue and cry, and a kind of witch hunt to find the cause when there is little else going
on, because most very young children are sequestered largely from outside influences due to
their fragile nature. This provides a very simple process and intervention that is highly effective
in causing neurologic degradation as well as impairment of non-local consciousness to limit
the intuitive reach. That is the major goal because they want to prevent the new generation of
humans from seeing psychically, their secret doings. In addition, anything that dims humans and
dumbs them down intellectually they see as a benefit because it makes them more manageable
through mind control manipulation in most cases. They simply do not care about collateral
damage to the functioning and welfare of the humans they manipulate.
Is the procedure reported by alien abductees of seeing or having a probe inserted far into
the nasal cavity actually puncturing through into the braincase to deliver mercury and/or
other toxic substances to impair functioning of the mind?
Once again your delightful creativity in drawing on your extensive experience with scientific
procedures is providing a springboard to put two and two together in understanding anatomy
and the easy access through the thin bone layer behind the sinuses that allows easy insertion of
a probe that could be used to deliver such a toxic substance readily and then return the victim to
the family with no one the wiser that a devastating influence, that may well be life-changing, has
been inflicted on the vulnerable young person. This process is simple, quick, and can be done
readily with minimal training and experience by many alien Greys as the need to abduct many
thousands of young people each year has become a high priority to stay on top of the new wave
of divine human being born.
Are alien abductions timed around when babies receive vaccinations so that the latter
can be blamed for development of abnormal behavior?
This is a deliberate and willful conjunction whenever possible, to carry them out in tandem. So
this happens. They recognize that humans are still in the dark, unaware of their manipulations,
and wish to keep it this way. So the vaccination becomes a handy culprit that is blamed by
association in terms of the chronology of events and has been a convenient cover for their
deliberate manipulation to downgrade human performance and the creation of autism as a
consequence. The association of autism with mind control manipulation as being a failed
attempt to manipulate the mind and trigger dissociation to create slave states, and so on, by the
authors you read recently, is a misinterpretation. The primary cause of autism is extraterrestrial
manipulation of children, and this is the reason for the upsurge in the population, numerically, of
autistic children.
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How many humans are abducted and taken off planet every year by extraterrestrials, and
what percentage of these are children?
The number is quite large, it averages over 1 million souls and the majority of these are young
or of childhood age. The reason is to have them more malleable, more influenced by suggestion
and manipulation, and to have a greater future potential in terms of strength, stamina, and
longevity, to serve the various needs of the abductors. The greatest number of these abductees
that do not return are taken by Reptilian aliens.
How many humans are currently in the Reptilian, Arcturian, and Anunnaki slave colonies,
respectively? Which one gets the highest traffic of newcomers as replacements?
The numbers are approximately 50,000 in Reptilian hands, 10,000 with the Arcturians and
150,000 in the Anunnaki slave world. The latter, by far, also burns through the personnel
abducted and transported to their slave colony. The reason is, it is simply a larger operation.
There are more uses for humans because theirs is a larger culture with more variation that
can employ forced labor in the form of human slaves. The larger sizes as well for Reptilian
and Anunnaki are due to the fact that both use humans as food, in addition to other services
they submit to in order to survive. The major interest of the Arcturians with respect to the slave
colony is in support of their alien Greys, to have a large group pressed into service for training
purposes, acclimation and cultural learning to help the hybrid program advance.
A client asks: “Do your remarks about what you have channeled mean that literally ALL
human babies being born today will be abducted? Not to be selfish, but if I have children
in the future, is prayer or Lightworker Healing Protocol work enough to prevent them
from being abducted?”
The information you have been given is quite correct. The goal is to engage with every newborn
at some point to do a manipulation intended to alter them for the worst—largely to suppress
their higher intuitive capabilities. This indeed is what has caused the seeming epidemic in
autism, which is a side effect of the alteration we are discussing. This does not happen in
every case thankfully, but all too often, and the increased numbers reflects the intensity of their
program. This keeps them quite busy. And the divine realm can help those mothers who are
aware of this likelihood befalling their young and can avail themselves of divine assistance for
protection and healing should the worst happen.
That combination of preventive measures is ideal because there are always many factors in
any act of wrongdoing as to how complete a level of protection can be achieved by anyone
mounting an entreaty to the divine. It will be more effective if people enlist the help of Get
Wisdom to be their advocate as well as doing their personal prayer work. That is because of the
increased power in numbers and the Lightworker Healing Protocol has a number of provisions
to increase greatly the leverage through compounding of pooled resources of the practitioners
working as a group on every client, including the vast array of light beings doing work in parallel
and contributing their intentions to the practitioners to amplify their efforts as well. So you are
in good company having learned the process yourself and this will help prevent any such fate
befalling your children.
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A client asks: “In addition to the Lightworker Healing Protocol, what is/are the BEST
(if any) healing or other strategies that can also be utilized to prevent further alien
abductions until the Lightworker Healing Protocol can take effect, such as nutrition/
natural supplement support, Reiki, meditation, etc?”
The best thing, in addition to the Lightworker Healing Protocol applied to each person, would
be for them to actively request their own safety and protection and healing on an ongoing basis
each and every day. Few are doing this at present and even those who might do so are often
illequipped to do it effectively because they no longer have a high enough vibration to be in
divine alignment, so their prayer will be weak despite its high purpose and the tremendous
liability at stake that life might well bring to them in the absence of the requested safety and
assistance. This is not the fault of the divine realm in coming up short in dealing with such
requests, it is the fault of the human experience that people have become so out of alignment
and so weakened in their level of belief they can no longer mount but a feeble entreaty to the
divine realm and are at risk of the response being inadequate to save them.
The lesson in this is that things can only get worse without a concerted effort being mounted.
Prayer must be practiced. A person must go through the motions and thereby become
comfortable in the doing to feel at ease and not self-conscious, to not be in a state of severe
skepticism and doubt which will prevent a divine response altogether, but to gradually cultivate
greater belief. This is hard to do by a sufferer who sees no benefit in such an outreach and
may well set that up as a contest—God save me now or I will not believe in you. That is a
prescription for failure because you are demanding God lead the way and convince you of its
existence and, in the bargain, save your hide.
While this is a highly desirable outcome, it violates the requirements for divine interaction, that
there must be a specific request from the human side made by a human being with belief in
the divine as well as belief that one is worthy of divine support. If either of those are partial,
the divine will be quite constrained in what it can do and may be totally precluded from doing
anything if the belief is too meager. This creates quite a dilemma in and of itself because it
means those in greatest need will have the least power to change things for the better. This is
where other humans come in who appreciate what is going on and can mount prayer requests
on behalf of others, that is the workaround that can make all the difference here. With a quorum
of loving humans wanting the betterment of all, that coming together can save the day and
change the human destiny for the better once and for all. The key is getting enough involved to
bring this about.
Do alien Greys implant hybrid fetuses in human females and allow them to be carried to
term and raised as humans by these unwitting mothers as part of an infiltration of human
society?
This indeed is happening as you have seen intuitively. It is the ultimate enslavement of humans,
to raise the young of the extraterrestrials, do all of the work, and to be exploited in the bargain.
This is a clever co-opting of human nurturing capability, to provide what the human part of the
hybrid beings need to cultivate their human qualities and maintain an inner emotional balance,
as they are human enough they need love. And this is one of the purposes for the hybrid
experiment, to incorporate human characteristics within the lineage. So these beings are being
introduced as a means of furthering the agenda of the Greys to make as much progress as
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quickly as possible in their genetic program to form the ultimate hybrid. So they are using this
strategy to speed things up.
At the same time, they are also commandeering families to serve them as breeding centers and
not breed new humans. This serves them in moving things toward human extermination. This
also positions the hybrid offspring among the human population so they will have the greatest
chance of being accepted without question and will be able to infiltrate all levels of human
society eventually, and with greater numbers can be become a force to reckon with, capable
of subterfuge, sabotage, and a kind of guerrilla warfare should that be advantageous for the
interlopers. So this is a program with multiple agendas, none of them serving humanity.
Are children born from implanted hybrid fetuses even human technically speaking and
have souls?
These beings continue to be soulless, so they are a form of artificial intelligence and are not part
of the divine lineage of humanity. They have human cellular material and human DNA, but it is
no different than a cell culture. So this is an artifice. It is a simulation of a human and will always
have limitations as a consequence.
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Mind Control Mechanisms
A viewer asks: “What are the different types of control mechanisms used to control
human beings physically and/or mentally, and which beings—humans, Reptilians, Greys,
Nordics, Anunnaki, Artificial Intelligence or other—have a part in each one?”
This is a quite complex subject. Being mindful of the time constraints of this forum, we cannot do
it full justice. Therefore, we will recount the players and recount the means through which things
can operate. First of all, we have technological implementation of varying strategies. There are
electromagnetic frequencies to convey information that are used to broadcast propaganda. This
humans do to one another—the entirety of the media constitute a disinformation campaign from
first to last. The presence of opposing voices does not mean one is right and the other is wrong.
They are usually both wrong but for different reasons. They are wrong in being incomplete
and treating things superficially, as well as the veracity of their conclusions and ideologies. But
behind it all is an orchestration through mind control to determine the messages—which news
stories rise to the level of being shown and discussed.
Many experiences that reveal truths about what is happening behind the scenes will never
see the light of day. A good example of this is the disappearance from the public arena and
discussion for many decades of the issue of flying saucers, extraterrestrial observations, and
so on. Human abductions proceed by the thousands every day, and it never reaches the news.
This is deliberate. It is not that the people do not come forward and sound the alarm. No one
will listen. That is mind control as well. So it is a perfect system. The people in the media are
mind controlled to not believe the phenomena and to disregard any stories, witnesses, or any
kind of evidence. They will defer it to someone else, and those so-called experts will defer it
to someone else. Then the information never comes back down the line, because the people
do not believe it in the first instance and may only seek to have it explored by someone else,
in order to handle it and maintain their surface appearance of diligence. So it is a secret that
keeps the secret. If stories come on the screen, the viewers themselves will not believe it. It is a
perfect system in that regard.
Humans are corrupted or are talking to other humans who are corrupted. Humans who are
largely complacent are talking to other humans who are largely complacent. The media will
whip up interest in suffering because they know that gets viewers, and it does influence and
affect people. You are not robotics down here. The humans are still thinking, feeling and being
spiritual in their very essence. So the subjugation is not total; it is considerable. Humans do
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this to one another, and they use every means of technology. It is orchestrated from behind the
scenes so that every type of electronic device increasingly is designed and manufactured to
emit electromagnetic signals that are perceived within the human being and serve as subliminal
programming—meaning, below conscious awareness. This is insidious, and it is uniform across
the planet.
As humans merrily look forward to the day of universal internet for all on the globe, what this
means as well is universal daily propaganda, mind subjugation, and manipulation across the
board—inescapable. It will reach you through music, through radio, through television and
increasingly through household appliances. This is simple to do, and it is beamed through the
microwave towers that support your friendly cell phones. When you sit and look at your cell
phone, you are being mind controlled and managed. It is relentless; it goes on 24/7. This is one
aspect, and it is coming from the extraterrestrials.
They do direct manipulation of the mind. This is largely done through the Anunnaki, but it
is engaged in also by the Reptilian psychics as well as the Arcturians with their attempts to
manipulate humans.
All the physical ETs are in partnership, including the Anunnaki, who have a formal
Extraterrestrial Alliance that agrees on who does what in a cooperative manner, and all with
a future expectation of personal benefit. They use humans as slaves, they use humans for
experimentation, and they use humans as food. They uniformly despise and distain humans as
lesser beings, all the more so because humans give them a hard time. The divine realm looking
down on this views an individual such as your channel, who is starting to identify with the plight
of human in the face of all this, and understands the difficulty and challenges. Humans are up to
the challenge. They just need to be shown the way.
The extraterrestrials, both Anunnaki and the Reptilians, have micro technologies they use for
further manipulation. The Anunnaki have the oldest civilization, and their technology is superior.
But both use what has been termed “microchips” to implant humans with a kind of transducer
that will allow the transmission of electromagnetic frequencies into a person and then have
that translated into a conversation with the subconscious level of the human mind. This is the
most insidious form of manipulation that one could devise—to put within a person’s own mind
a propaganda artist, an onboard naysayer, who will undermine them at every turn, discourage
them, frighten them, fill them with falsehoods to mistrust their neighbors, to mistrust their own
institutions, and to look askance at people who are different in any way.
When you think about the race-based culture of the United States, why does that culture not
simply die through common sense—that people should not be in chains and forced to do
another’s bidding? The essence of the problem is that it is perpetuated by the interlopers,
including the dark spirits. There are karmic winds that also carry this forward. But always
humans have a choice—to listen to the whisper of karma and act on it or to rise above it, and
thereby heal that negativity calling to them. If they hear only propaganda which is relentlessly
promulgated by the interlopers, they may well make a bad choice and believe the inner
naysayer. The mistrust and doubt among races will persist indefinitely under these conditions.
It is built in; it is supported on an ongoing basis; it is reinforced relentlessly to keep people in
opposition to one another. This drags down humanity and limits human progress, and this is
what the interlopers all wish to see—down to the very last being. You have no friends among
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them. You only have impostors with covert agendas that will come forward with a cover story.
The alien microchip technologies are disseminated through the actions of humans themselves.
They are almost ubiquitous in fast foods and many beverages obtainable from the grocery store.
This is the extent of their reach. Therefore, there is no way to escape this at present unless you
stop eating and drinking and give up all your technology. Then you still may inhale something
dropped from a plane courtesy of your government. So the solution must come elsewhere. This
again is where we come in, as the divine level. We are the only source of power that can enable
you to surmount all these difficulties stacked up against you.
If you see the breadth and depth of this, you can see this is certainly sufficient to cause a state
of alarm if it is true. This is your challenge, to heed these words, give them their due, think about
the potential consequences, if so, and look at what your response might be. We are not asking
you to sue a corporation, and go forth to challenge what they might be doing, and to accuse
them of poisoning the populace. We are only asking you to reach out to us with a request for
human betterment, for love to be brought in for all in service to the light and divine truth, for the
freedom of humanity, and for free choice for all—unhindered and unhampered by the darkness
in the hearts of many, many beings. That’s all. That is a small price to pay personally for us to
take on this challenge on your behalf.
If one in 20 humans have been abducted by extraterrestrials and presumably had anchor
chips installed, and many people have anchor chips installed by site visits without an
actual abduction, what percentage of the human population currently has anchor chips
within their being?
This is approximately 10% of all humans, so it is essentially a doubling compared to those
abducted and subjected to further manipulations of various kinds. There are many individuals in
strategic positions who can be instrumental in carrying out various operations on behalf of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance, simply as unknowing and unwitting agents of destruction used to sow
discord, to create false impressions, to spread disinformation, and so on. There is no need to
abduct such individuals because if they are not involved in the genetics and breeding program
there is no need to take them out of their normal environment, but only to implant them with the
requisite monitoring and manipulation technology so they can be triggered to act or not act as
the case may be, according to extraterrestrial schemes. This is why large-scale social events
and movements can be orchestrated so readily.
They need not corrupt through long-term manipulation of beliefs, with installation of much
ulterior programming via the subconscious. Although that does go on constantly in the
background, they only need to have leaders who are more tightly manipulated and controlled
because they have the anchor chip and an array of other microchips within, to orchestrate
feelings and emotions and accumulate false ideas based on the relentless programming.
These can be instilled directly into the deep recesses of the mind, as well as bringing them
to conscious awareness when needed. And when that happens, it will be recognized and
embraced as the individual’s own thoughts even though it is only an impulse coming from deep
within that is not truly originating in their own desire.
The latter is cultivated through mind control manipulation on an ongoing basis, with appeals
to prejudice, with appeals to innate biases, and political leanings, so they cultivate people
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with diverse ideas and perspectives because all are useful and can then be pitted against one
another. When they get warring factions worked up and set them against one another in a
public confrontation, there are two levels to this, the first being that all humans are subjected
to ongoing mind control manipulation so all carry distortions of thought, constraints on their
ability to accept novel ideas, and the relevance of many topics that are made to be off limits
through programming restrictions, and various types of personal preferences and prejudices
that are reinforced to exaggerate their intensity and create a state of heightened awareness and
sensitivity, so they are easily triggered to respond with a backlash if they are confronted with an
opposing viewpoint on certain subjects. This is like creating a series of loaded guns ready to go
off and all that is needed is a catalyst to pull the trigger.
The second level is one of specific intervention when there is a purpose to nullify a charge and
change the outcome of the legal process to let a guilty party go free, knowing it will stir up the
community and cause great disenchantment and mistrust of the established order. Or to falsely
accuse and falsely convict someone which, as well, can be taken as a cause célèbre and
disturb many, many, people sympathetic to the plight of the accused, but nonetheless see them
pilloried and destroyed, in effect, by the criminal justice system. Both maneuvers take a toll on
human pride and happiness and satisfaction with society as a whole, and create many states of
increased anxiety and fear, which is the objective.
Is the extraterrestrial mind control currently being exerted on all humans the same
strength for everyone?
The mind control manipulation does vary. The intention is for it to reach all and influence all.
Some individuals are quite resistant. Those are the people who emerge as the lightworkers and
are on the vanguard in the quest for understanding the metaphysical realm and understanding
the spiritual purpose of life. Most people are closed and many are totally under the control
of the manipulators. There is also greater attention given to people in positions of power and
leadership within society among the human community, because of their importance to the
whole. It is quite important for the interlopers to control them to be sure they will not act in
opposition but may, in fact, work against humanity without realizing their bad choices will cause
a huge problem in the future.
And this is the reason why all institutions are inefficient and often working at cross purposes,
and never solving the serious problems, and in many cases adding new problems into the mix.
The mind control is universal but there are varying resistances and some are singled out for
special attention. This is true for the lightworkers and the whistleblowers in particular, because
they are the true threat. It is the so-called fringe community of “conspiracy theorists” who are
actually awake and understanding there is more going on than what is seen on the surface,
because they are not being subjugated. This makes them quite dangerous, and so the efforts
are redoubled to attempt to reach them and if all else fails they will reach them by working
through false messengers, the corrupt channelers, the people working ostensibly to help
disclosure but actually promoting false solutions to the problem, to disempower people in the
guise of bringing them truth and wisdom. This is the spectrum of activities at the present.
Can you explain to what extent mind control manipulation changes beliefs that persist,
even long after the purpose for their creation has ended? Does this explain why some
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people seem to have lost their ability to reason, clinging to beliefs of dark doings that
have been shown clearly by solid evidence to be untrue?
This is all very much true. Once people are programmed, this is a rewriting of the inner belief
hierarchy. It is done through a kind of brainwashing process to make them embrace certain
perspectives, and embrace them strongly, and to keep them protected from any counter
argument or interjection of opposing views by others under any circumstances. This is why
people can blindly cling to a position that is wholly untenable based on naked facts and look
the camera square in the eye and say things that are clearly lies and distortions—they wholly
believe them because it is their programming to do so.
Once formed, this will not change on its own. There can only be change when there is a divine
intervention with healing to reverse the manipulation. This is always possible and is a worthwhile
goal for all healers to do work to contribute in the rescue of humanity, to the removal of this
manipulation and its consequences, so people can be restored to a place of neutrality in their
thinking. And once again, be able to be open to facts and information that can help them better
understand a problem and seek an appropriate solution based on logic and reason, and not
simply because their programming makes them embrace a false promise or a misinterpretation,
dismissing danger or irregularity, and then have no second thoughts, second-guessing, or any
kind of remorse, no matter what happens.
This is not normal. People are wrong frequently and a normal person regrets the experience
and very much wishes they had done better, and so will seek to avoid such circumstances, and
therefore, be cautious in moving forward too boldly in the absence of information and evidence
to support their views. When people have been subjected to mind control manipulation, they
will have an opinion that is fully formed and may be based on little or nothing that is tangible
but have a certitude that is quite chilling to unbiased observers expecting these views to be at
least defended with some kind of proof, and when that is lacking, are appalled. This perspective
cannot be held by the mind-controlled individual because it is simply not allowed to happen. So
people become their own worst enemy because they are truly not themselves any longer, and
this works against them in many, many ways, primarily through creating negative karma from
the consequences of their distorted state of being and all that happens as a result.
If the interlopers can do subconscious programming and even insert new beliefs, is this
a clue that we should never stop examining the veracity of our own beliefs, no matter
how fervently held?
Indeed, it is the case that subconscious programming can result in the insertion of new
beliefs entirely—things never pondered, never held before by the person. In most cases, the
manipulations are designed to exploit the current leanings, and this is in keeping with the
strategy of divide and conquer. In other words, with political leanings polarized into two general
ends of a spectrum, by inserting programming that appeals to both ends of that spectrum, there
will be something that resonates for the person. And when they embrace those leanings being
offered, this will increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the changes being sought to further
polarize thinking and cement it in a more rigid fashion. This indeed would suggest all can profit
from examining even their most cherished inner beliefs to see if they are still appropriate and
serving what is highest and best for the individual.
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To what extent is prejudice actually subconscious programming to instill corrupted
beliefs?
It is very typically the case that anything you would note as a class of prejudicial, and therefore,
distorted thinking—arising within a person to cause unfair treatment or perceptions about
another person—based on gender, appearance, social status, race, education, or age being
the common sources of discrimination—will be amplified by deliberate manipulation and
encouragement to magnify attention and focus on those issues and those potential divisions
of either belonging, or needing to be shunned or rejected. So this mechanism is a very large
influence on the whole of humanity and is a direct way they can compound the evil of their
thinking and the designs on human they exhibit again and again to create problems and sow
discord every chance they get. This is a very effective way to further darken human thinking and
human reactions to one another. It is a major mechanism not only in the creation of faulty beliefs
but in the phenomenon of tolerance for such beliefs in others. Even when people have moral
qualms about embracing the idea of various kinds of discrimination, the fact it is so prevalent
in their thoughts coming in again and again from the akashic records and the collective
unconscious, this causes them to be more complacent to accept it as just part of the way
things are and to tolerate it in others even when they might not embrace the same viewpoint
themselves. It becomes a lesser evil by being so commonplace and seemingly accepted by the
group of people around a person.
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Mind Control Manipulations
What are the reasons for the alien “love bite” phenomenon described by Eve Lorgen
where alien abductees report repeated interference with love relationships that
undermine preexisting marriages, or start an intense love relationship with a couple and
then cause one person to lose their affection, leaving the other with painful feelings from
unrequited love?
This is pure research. They wish to understand love in all its aspects, for they are not loving
beings themselves. So this is quite a mystery to them. They see its power. They see the great
transformation that takes place when love is involved in human relationships and wish to
understand this. So as with all things, they first tinker, manipulate, destroy, and then re-work the
phenomena of interest, so they can control and produce it on demand.
So they themselves are incapable of love and feeling love. Whenever a human feels loved by
an extraterrestrial, this is phony. It is merely the ability of the extraterrestrial to trigger feelings
of love within the person. This they have learned from the experimentation we are discussing
here with your question. They are simply producing feelings of being loved within their targets
and this is a subterfuge and the humans involved are being duped totally. They are being
manipulated to feel loved and it is that simple.
What percentage of extraterrestrial abductees have been subjected to alien manipulation
of their love lives?
This happens with most subjects to one degree or another. All are given screening. All are put
through a variety of procedures to assess their love quotient and their ability to be manipulated
to feel and express loving thoughts. This also assists their reproductive experiments—to help in
bonding individuals to a suitable target when procreation is desired, to study the offspring and
prolong a certain lineage. So this is a secondary benefit of manipulating the feelings. In addition,
they can manipulate humans to tolerate, and in many cases to enjoy, having a sexual encounter
with an alien hybrid, and this serves their hybrid genetic program to begin incorporating more
and more human characteristics within the alien Grey lineage and begin to re-create human
qualities.
These are all overt manipulations going against divine principles and only serving the darkness.
There are no benefits to human. All assist the process of learning and growth for the aliens
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themselves. And when they have learned what they need, humans will no longer have value to
them and will only be a liability and will be terminated.
What percentage of the subliminal mind control manipulation being done by the
Extraterrestrial Alliance is being used to promote human aggressive behavior?
This is variable from individual to individual. The typical orchestration is to provide dual
messages that appeal to both sides of an argument, or contention, or political ideology.
Depending on the leanings of the person in their thoughts and beliefs, they will be recoiling from
an aggressive message intending to ramp up passion, and feel threatened, which can cause
them to take defensive measures and support a cause aligned with that, or will have a ramping
up of their emotions accordingly, and this can trigger them to take more drastic action than
would otherwise be the case—for example, to join a protest march or a gathering to heckle or
harass political opponents. So the response will be in keeping with the individual character of
the target and could go in widely different directions.
This is the true cleverness of their approach—that they can influence almost everyone to some
degree in one way or another because the aim is to create discord and chaos. Whatever the
individual response might be, it will end up serving them and their agenda because it drives a
wedge in between people and creates warring factions and induces people to act on their inner
response to the messages, and it is that action that can become excessive and they may get
caught up in a drama that ends in violence. So on average, approximately half of people will tilt
towards the more aggressive response to the programming and the other half will recoil with
dismay and then seek shelter, in a sense, and feel vulnerable and weak, and will be motivated
to take some kind of political action in opposition to the more aggressive stance they dislike.
This keeps people at odds with one another and greatly increases suspicion and dislike of
differing views in others and causes people to dismiss, reject, and actively hate people who they
truly do not know, but who self-identify with a particular agenda and, in the process, wear the
label intended by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to side with a warring faction. And then they are
caught up in the drama and contribute to the mayhem directly, so they are aiding and abetting
the darkness acting covertly to stir up the trouble in the first place.
Are the 1% of the population who are mind-controlled troublemakers, the functional
sociopaths cultivated by the Extraterrestrial Alliance, given ongoing guidance via mind
control to target specific strangers they encounter in their environment? Are there
specific victims who are followed about because they are soft targets, and then predators
alerted as to their proximity to keep these predators in a state of readiness for mayhem?
This, in fact, is an ongoing enterprise, although this seems surprising to you because it would
seem to be quite complicated, and operating at such a small local level of detail within the
billions of humans in the human community. This is easily arranged with the advent of the
nanochips that can be implanted in people. So all that is needed is to have the right type of
implant and the entire cohort of these susceptible individuals who are prone to violence and
rendered functional psychopaths by the manipulation done to them, can be groomed as a whole
with many false teachings, to make them unhappy and irritable, and feeling that they are not
getting what they deserve from others, and will be looking for grievances to complain about
and to cause trouble of all kinds. There indeed is the ability to send information to individuals
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selectively, and this can be coupled with the pairing of perpetrator and victim, because many
people can be followed individually, and once suitable victims have been identified, these
too can be groomed to maintain vulnerability and a kind of fatalistic perspective that makes
them an easy target, and who will likely take the abuse and not make waves. This creates an
ideal training exercise to monitor where they go and then bring the agents provocateur into
proximity, through issuing instructions and suggestions, and then cause them to take issue with
what the potential victim is doing or even looks like, and confront them with criticism and take
advantage of them in some way to commit a robbery, an assault, or petty theft, depending on
the opportunity and circumstances of the meet-up, and the proclivities of the individual predator
and that individual’s makeup and potential extremes of conduct that can be elicited.
This is a grand orchestration beyond what you have expected, because it involves so many
individual human beings with a close monitoring and awareness of their locations and the
circumstances they are experiencing. This provides many opportunities for the kind of
entertainment very much akin to the video game experience of human beings, where live
human beings can be manipulated to play various roles to create an encounter that ends in
suffering and potential tragedy. This indeed is a training ground and the proving ground to
develop these agents provocateur, to worsen things, to make them more and more efficient,
more and more experienced, more and more toughened, and more and more savage in
their potential when they are unleashed after being ramped up emotionally. This is a kind of
conditioning process that pays many dividends. It may reward the interlopers with an eventual
assassin who can cause a major catastrophe, and whether or not that is reached, there will be
a long trail of victims adding to the general unhappiness of human society. So they win, from
their perspective, in the doing, every time. It is only a question of how severe the damage might
be for any given individual they corrupt in this way, and for the various victims that might be
exploited to give training opportunities.
Are women manipulated just like men to be troublemakers, by the Extraterrestrial
Alliance? What is the ratio?
The ratio is nearly 50:50 and that is because women are no less important than men when
it comes to having a role in things, and the interdependence creates many states of reliance
and dependency even, of members of one gender on members of the opposite gender, as in
marital relationships. Because people depend on those whom they care about, having a love
relationship with someone who is unpredictable, self-serving, manipulative, and extremely
hostile at times even to the point of violence, creates many opportunities to cause mayhem,
both within a love relationship as well as a larger family unit and beyond, to workplaces, social
gatherings, and organizations, and so on. The karmic history of females is, in many ways,
as troubled as the men. They are less prone to actual criminal behavior, but there are many
harsh things women do when ramped up emotionally and bent on seeking revenge, or wanting
their hostility to stir up trouble and cause harm to others. This does not have to be so overt
and violent to cause great harm and suffering, often the psychological damage wreaked by a
woman who is a psychopath will be equally damaging and sometimes even greater, because
her offspring and love partners will typically suffer from lifelong aftereffects of the severe trauma
to which they were subjected, by a woman only wanting her own personal pleasure but never
being satisfied, and blaming everyone around them for the inadequacies and disappointments
of life.
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What percent of people are “targeted individuals,” subjected to personalized attacks
orchestrated by the Extraterrestrial Alliance?
This is fully 5% of human beings who are given personalized high-level attention. The rest
are bullied indiscriminately through all of the corruption of society and its institutions. So this
keeps everyone functioning in ways that are inefficient and discouraging overall, to limit human
progress in general, and within that dysfunctional society all become inhibited in various ways
automatically because of the many roadblocks people will encounter. Even if they are motivated
to excel and may have a life mission to accomplish great things, there will be many routine
encumbrances facing them just like everyone else, so those targeted individuals are known and
marked at the outset as persons of interest needing to be constrained and this will be seen to in
the ways we have described for you.
This is done on a very, very wide scale and is, again, a reflection of the reach and power of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance, that they can see to this even with all they must juggle in manipulating
the world at multiple levels on a constant basis, in order to ride herd on human affairs while
instituting many, many plots of their own to affect human progress on a global scale. They still
will see to the punishment of many individuals because it is part of their way of operating, to
focus even on the individual level of opponents who might be a significant threat to them. It is
in fact a point of pride, that they can essentially take the fight to each individual combatant in a
way never dreamed of in human combat. The best humans can manage to do is bombing cities,
firing artillery at enemy encampments, and shooting at any who are out in the open and visible.
But other than those brief moments when they can be detected and monitored, as with aerial
reconnaissance of a convoy, the enemy is a sea of faceless individuals.
The opposite is the case for the Extraterrestrial Alliance—they have everyone’s mug shot,
so to speak, and a detailed understanding of their makeup and past history through time, by
inspecting the akashic records. So they know what each individual has done in the past and to
what extent they were a liability in working against the established order as demanded by the
interlopers themselves. So they can gauge who is a threat and who is much less so, and focus
on those individuals who are potential combatants and get them early, so they need not wait
until there might be a battle one day and a test of wills, if only a kind of engineered combat done
through surrogates, pitting humans against one another. They can tell in the cradle who will
be their opposition and begin to attack them while they are young and render them ineffectual
through corruption and abuse heaped upon them in whatever way they can see will be most
damaging. That is a quite advanced level of sophistication in carrying out warfare.
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Alien Possession
Can alien Greys or Reptilians or Arcturians possess a person to gain a measure of
control and hide within their body energy while doing it?
This phenomenon of possession can be done by all three, for it merely requires control of the
human mind to put the host’s mind in abeyance—to take a backseat and willingly stand aside
or be actively suppressed. In a way, it becomes inoperative and then the alien being is at the
controls and can make the body do what it wishes, and to speak and carry out various functions.
So the ability to connect to sensory apparatus is not required because they can maintain their
intuitive awareness of the surroundings. And so they need only command the body through the
mind and they can function quite well. This is a skill that requires some practice, but many aliens
are adept at this and it is very routine for them.
When alien Greys, Reptilians, or Arcturians possess a person by a suppressing their
mind and taking over the body remotely, will all memory of what happens during that
possession be suppressed, and how long can that possession be maintained?
The memory suppression is automatic, and part of the process involved. By pushing aside
the conscious mind of the human, they prevent the deposition of memory at the same time. In
effect, the body is rendered available to be controlled separately and under the direction of the
extraterrestrial doing this psychically. The body will be manipulated and perform however is
desired with the mind of the extraterrestrial in charge and there will simply be no recollection of
what took place once the extraterrestrial consciousness lets go and departs. This can be done
for a day-long exercise, but is difficult to maintain for a longer period, so it is ideal for short-term
ventures and target assignments that can be done quickly, although it is possible to repeat the
intrusion at frequent intervals to accomplish an objective in stages, doing portions over many
days or weeks to get a certain task finished bit by bit.
Can the take-over of humans by an extraterrestrial consciousness be used to carry out
acts of aggression? Will that override the morals of the person to cause something out of
character to be done?
This indeed can happen and is done routinely. This is an interesting and most alarming
extension of their capability that follows naturally from considering their ability to enter the mind
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and impinge on the thoughts of an individual. It is not just within the subconscious—they can
create a state of presence within the mind that, in effect, takes over and pushes the conscious
self to one side and then command the body to carry out direct actions of movement and
speech. So this, in effect, turns a person into an automaton for an interval, during which time
anything can happen whether or not it is in keeping with their personal habits, or characteristics,
or even moral character.
We understand this is quite distressing and stretches the limits of credulity to near breaking
point, but if you look at the world and how it operates, this does fit perfectly into the scheme
of things and will go a long way to explain inexplicable behavior that is out of character, or in
keeping with character, but leaves the person with no recollection of a period of time during
which tragic events take place at their doing. This is usually dismissed by the authorities
as a form of cover-up and a lie when, in fact, it is usually truthful because it represents an
extraterrestrial incursion to cause mischief and leave no understandable traces. So the secret
keeps itself because the person affected will simply not be believed. There will be eyewitnesses
to a crime, for example, and often a video record of their presence carrying out heinous acts.
There may well be words exchanged in keeping with the seeming bizarre and twisted actions
underway and may well match internal ideology or delusional thinking of some kind.
So often people will be primed with the inclination to take matters into their own hands to right
a wrong or champion a cause, even one depending on twisted logic. Once primed, they can
simply be switched off and made to carry out a plan of attack that was not thought about in
advance in detail, or may have been implanted as a suggestion within the mind for them to
ponder and think about the pros and cons. This doubly indicts the person even in their own
mind, when they seem to wake up in the aftermath of such an event, if they indeed survive it,
with no recollection of the intervening interval, but also know what took place was in keeping
with prior thoughts of theirs and so they will naturally blame themselves along with the rest of
society.
Can the Anunnaki, Reptilians, and Arcturians all see and understand our akashic
records, and if so, in what ways do they use this information, like the dark spirits do, to
manipulate us?
All extraterrestrials in the Extraterrestrial Alliance can see the akashic records and will
appreciate their meanings. This gives them the edge in every situation when they deal with
the human because they know the deep history and, thereby, the vulnerabilities, the likely
talents and capabilities, and can choose strategies to manipulate them based on what they
learned. For example, they can segregate those with a history of being warriors for the light
who are unusually dedicated and effective, as well. These will be given special attention to be
sure they are minimized in their current go-round and will be held down in some way to limit
their reach. When there are particular traumas or behaviors that are unethical, this information
can be used to often rekindle similar attitudes and choices, to limit the person by having them
engage in conduct that harms them, and limits their successful participation in a career setting,
for example. This is how they pick those individuals they will groom as terrorists, by looking
for those with some prior experience with weaponry. It is also the way they will select and
groom politicians, to “load the dice”, so to speak, by putting sympathetic humans in positions of
authority while they are still human. If they are manipulatable they can be rendered quite limited
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in their effectiveness—if the desire is to interfere with the functioning of a particular agency, or
branch of government.
Do the alien spirits who survey people intermittently, and help direct the spirit meddlers
to fresh targets, also access the akashic record of each intended victim, to see what
could cause a disturbance for the person and thereby make them more vulnerable to a
successful spirit attack that results in attachment?
This is very much routine. The extraterrestrial spirits are quite adept at sizing up a human and
looking at their recent history to see what ails them, what their vulnerabilities might be and what
karmic events, as well, within the akashic record that are still a sore spot. And they will cause
this to surface within the memory of the deep subconscious to stir things up and to revisit and
reagonize over hurts of the past.
And this increase in fear, especially when focused on a dark event and the energies surrounding
it, will be a vibrational match to the spirit meddlers, and this serves as a kind of invitation
because it will be creating a state of openness to those energies. And in addition, the person
will radiate that energy outward and this serves as a beacon to attract the spirit meddlers who
are like-minded to come and explore this individual. And they will beam in on those very same
energies to their source within the person and by gaining entrance to that energy field, will
penetrate and gain a foothold.
Are the extraterrestrial psychics who do direct mind control manipulation of people from
a distance, aware of the legions of angels, and especially the Archangels, who play a
special role in helping humanity? If so, what do they believe those beings are and what
do they believe is the origin of those beings and why they are present?
As is true of physical humans, they are not aware of the angels. Even though they have
advanced psychic ability, they are not looking for nor do they wish to connect to any divine
figures because they simply do not believe in the divine. They believe this is a fairytale and any
human description is wishful thinking and misinterpretation of impressions and various forms of
energy that are explainable in other ways. So this is not really within their thoughts, or desires
to engage with, to understand and explore. It is no different than humans who disbelieve in
the higher realms and even the existence of God. They simply do not go looking, and when
in the presence of a miracle, will simply not see it, or dismiss it with a trivial explanation of
coincidence or a simple misinterpretation, and will give it no further thought. This is the same
with the extraterrestrials, having been disconnected from the divine for so long. They do not
think about it and do not have any interest whatsoever in looking for or understanding this type
of consciousness. They are atheists and nonbelievers. So like human atheists, they will not see
the divine in action in any form visible or invisible, direct or indirect, overt or covert. They are
choosing to be “out of the loop” and truly stand outside the circle of influence. They are on their
own.
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Disinformation Campaigns of Aliens
A viewer asks: “Does obtaining information from a corrupted source depend on the
source’s intention? What are the other factors?”
This, as well, is a very good question and there are range of possibilities here. The people
you seek to interact with, for the most part, are genuine in their motivations and sincere in
wishing to share something important and useful to others. And they are divinely inspired, as
well, to do so. They are living good lives and wanting the best for humanity. All have limitations
and shortcomings, and there are limits to their reach and their ability to discern and interpret
their information, and to convey a true meaning in what they see and perceive. So, the duty
falls on the receiver to make some sort of judgment and assessment. This is not always easy,
particularly with those who are sincere in what they are about. There are relatively few who are
deliberately attempting to deceive, although they are out there, as well. There are many, many
agents of the government and the military and intelligence organizations worldwide, who are
engaged actively in spreading disinformation and propaganda, intending to infiltrate various
groups and to spread doubt and discord and disinformation among them, as well as to gather
intelligence for nefarious purposes, and so forth.
So, of course it goes without saying, these are all untrustworthy sources and it falls to you,
individually pursuing the truth, to watch for signs and follow your intuitive guidance in making
some judgment. This is easier to do than in the case of a genuine individual who is heartfelt in
their desire to serve. But the bells will sound and the alarms go off when they speak an untruth
for those who are truly listening with their highest awareness. So, this is a dilemma that all have
to face, because the level of corruption is quite severe at this stage. There are many, many dark
forces working against humanity actively; to corrupt, to mislead, to misguide and to dis-inform,
and with the intention of diverting attention from the truth and leading people to squander their
time and resources and energies on false leads, false directions and, in some cases, a worse
fate.
There are many ways this is done. It is done, across the board, to every living person, through
relentless mind control that takes place energetically—through energies beamed planet-wide.
They also attempt to disrupt the divine realm’s communication and energetics seeking to
reach individuals to help their uplifting and support and guidance. They are less effective in
this, but nonetheless the attempts are being made. It does not take much to distract a person
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to disregard a fleeting thought that comes in via the heart, when there are so many things to
fear. Fear is the great enemy and will mislead and will render a person incapable of following
their higher guidance. Fear triggers the survival instinct and then people go into fight or flight
mode and that’s not the time to be meditating and listening to your spirit guides or Creator, for
example, who will always be a subtle voice and will not be ever acting through fear. And, in fact,
their communication turns off when fear is the dominant energy within the individual.
So, we resonate with loving kindness and that is the way to reach us and communicate with us.
But it shows the size of the problem, with humanity rushing about and in turmoil, with so much
discord being suggested and promoted across the board. And that is yet another example of
the interference, where all of the media conspire to whip up agitated groups about any number
of issues. And they work both sides of the room, so to speak. No matter what your leanings
in terms of politics or religion or national interest or any other category that distinguishes an
individual or group from others, they will serve to incite fear, incite mistrust and inflame passions
in areas of discord and disagreement; to make enemies worsen in their divisions and their
hatreds of their opposite number. This is no accident. It happens with great vigor and great glee
by those behind the scenes, inducing this.
So, this is what you are working against, the mind control already in place with everyone who
thinks they are serving the cause. And this is not always easy to overcome. This takes some
work, often times, to undo. There are some people less inclined to be manipulated in this way
and they are more reliable sources, but there is no easy way to tell and no absolute test for who
is trustworthy and who is not, for it depends on each and every fact and figure they may wish to
share, whether it is true or not. The channelers are a special problem, because they are usually
corrupted by the dark ones, who know the channelers are a high risk to them by having access
to divine truth, and this they wish to prevent from happening at all costs. So, they will target all
channelers relentlessly, to subvert them and to find ways to begin to partner with them. And this
takes them out of the action, because then they are talking to an extraterrestrial source and not
to a divine being any longer, but to an imposter who pretends to be the divine being.
This is hard to accept and even understand for many, especially with religious training, because
they cannot envision a world in which someone can pretend to be God or pretend to be an
Archangel and get away with that, because God would certainly strike them dead, on the spot.
This is not so, because we are quite careful and scrupulous in following our own rule about
noninterference in human affairs. You are in charge of your world. You have the word of law.
You decide what happens. If you reach out to us for help, then we can come to your aid, and
there are rules about that, as well. But if someone pretends to be us, that is their free will choice
and we cannot stop them, directly. So, this is one of the road hazards you must deal with. It is
no different than having human criminals out and about who may be con men and wish to sell
you a bill of goods, so to speak, and take advantage, take your money and give you something
phony in exchange, and you only find out later that you have been duped.
So, many channelers, a high percentage, more than 90%, are listening to a false prophet and
imposter, and this corrupts everything they do. The reason this is difficult to detect is this is done
in a very clever way, to masquerade as the desired target or source by knowing the party line
expected and hewing to the persona of the true target, insofar as they are capable. And they
are quite clever in doing this and this allays suspicion, because a high percentage of what they
say will be truth and will be divine truth and in alignment. And it is only over a period of time, as
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falsehoods start to appear in the narrative, that they may be discerned as being untrustworthy.
So this creates many, many complications and this will be a serious dilemma for all in your
group of followers who are seeking those who have the inside track and can spread the actual
reality with inside knowledge. This is not easy to come by with certainty and is a problem you
will have to learn to overcome, as you go.
My sense of what is happening with the whistleblowers about extraterrestrials is that
the focus on “Disclosure” that is promised to be coming serves as a distracting false
promise to keep people complacent, thinking that all they need to do is wait and not take
any action themselves. This seems to be analogous to all the promises about Ascension
among the lightworkers, who keep getting channeled promises it will be glorious and
coming soon. This as well turns the lightworkers into spectators. In what ways is this
analysis accurate or inaccurate?
This analysis is quite a good one and it neatly summarizes the dilemma for both communities.
Both are being subjugated and misinformed, misguided, and misled by false voices and false
information sprinkled among the genuine information being conveyed through the intuitives
probing these arenas. So in both instances the dynamics are the same. There are seemingly
wellinformed experts who position themselves in a leadership role and rise to the forefront
in visibility and in attracting a following. And this serves to suppress most others who begin
exploring the same realm, as they will run into difficulty competing with the more wellestablished
experts, particularly if their information begins to differ. This often discourages them from
going further as they often begin to doubt themselves or realize this will put them in a running
battle they choose to not engage with, and then they will withdraw and move on. So these are
additional reasons why this strategy is so effective. By obtaining a position of dominance in
controlling the message, the propaganda master can control the discussion and their narrative
will win out every time.
The only thing that can change this is a strong counter opinion done on the strength of reason
and additional information and validations that have the force of the divine realm behind it. This
will make a difference because the divine realm can echo behind the true messages, and as
they are being taken in and considered, will serve to reinforce any leanings toward accepting
the message. So the listener will get a pat on the back, so to speak, for being awake and being
open-minded and realizing there may be more going on than perhaps meets the eye, and this
will help to tip the balance in the favor of the divine truth that is offered as an alternative. This is
the current state of affairs and will be so for some time. The battle is just beginning, but it need
not lead to bloodshed and will be a battle well worth fighting, for victory in the end will be sweet,
indeed, and this we can promise all who stay the course and make contributions to the effort.
A client experiencing pain believes it is being created by outside energetic manipulation
referred to similar technology described in a book. This work describes many clandestine
government, intelligence agency, and military projects concerning mind control and
other mischief, some of which is treated superficially, and some in great detail. The
case is made strongly that any reference to extraterrestrial or spirit involvement is a
disinformation campaign to cover up what people in our own government are doing.
This, to me, seems like disinformation, as does the entire whistleblowing exercise here,
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whose total emphasis is on human organizations and technology. What is the best way to
characterize the work of this author and the “Group” he refers to?”
These are all individuals who are under manipulation by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to bring
forward descriptions of many phenomena being experienced by people around the world, and to
indict human clandestine work as the origin. This, at once, deflects attention away from the true
perpetrators which are the dark spirits and the extraterrestrials using advanced technology and
mind control manipulation to have humans do their bidding, and create many types of mischief,
and direct corruption and subjugation of people. This is entirely a disinformation campaign to,
again, blame human beings for the state of the world and the many sources of conflict and
manipulation taking place at all levels—some with government knowledge and support, and
some with direct involvement unmistakably.
It is very much the case that the world governments, their intelligence agencies, and military
organizations are involved in many nefarious activities to further political interests and defense
and offense strategies for the selfish interests of the nation states themselves. But these
activities were facilitated by the Extraterrestrial Alliance, by teaching humans how to be devious
and manipulative, including the transfer of some technological capabilities into human hands
so they could further harm one another. This maintains the disguise of the hidden hand behind
the world’s suffering, so all of this body of work is focused towards that end—to malign humans
and to maintain the secrecy of extraterrestrial and dark spirit collusion in fomenting terror and
suffering around the world.
Do the scientific arguments, and seismic, physical, and photographic records of the
9/11 destruction of the World Trade Center towers recounted in the book by Judy Wood,
Where Did the Towers Go? provide an accurate and convincing refutation of the official
account of what actually happened?
This is very much the case, as you saw for yourself in reading the book with an open mind. It
explains quite clearly, with logic and precision, how the seismic data show that the magnitude
of the collapse of each tower registered far less force than should have been the case with
the tremendous weight of concrete the buildings represented. And that fits perfectly with the
physical observation that the buildings largely were pulverized in midair and much of the
material floated to the ground or floated away, much of which became airborne for weeks
and weeks over New York City as a haze that took that long to dissipate. The many strange
occurrences, the odd fires at great distance from the towers themselves, the slow but relentless
destruction of the surrounding buildings over the course of that day, are not explained simply by
the collapse of the towers themselves, which largely fell on top of their footprint. And what was
flung to the sides was too small a mass of material to even be consistent with the mass of the
buildings to begin with. All of this was simply ignored by the media and by the officials brought in
to analyze what had happened. Mind control subjugation was highly effective to prevent serious
study, analysis, and public discussion of the many curiosities that have no ready explanation,
based solely on the narrative of a plane hitting each of the towers to cause such damage
over such a wide area. The cover story persists to this day. Your inability to get others in your
acquaintance to even look at the book shows quite vividly that there is a built-in aversion to the
subject entirely, so it is a secret that keeps itself, with the outside help.
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Some people are anticipating that indictments are going to be handed down in the
near future to incarcerate and put on trial leaders of the cabal conspiring with the
extraterrestrials to suppress humanity. Will this happen soon?
This will not happen soon. There may well be indictments and trials, but this will only be the
sowing of discord within the ranks to further disrupt the smooth functioning of the human
institutions, and sow chaos and mistrust and fear among the people. This is always the reason
for scandal, and the sequences are fully orchestrated through mind control, to first corrupt,
then have the dark doings uncovered, and then the maximum possible disruption through the
gnashing of teeth and the inflating of emotional reactions to become excessive. And in this way,
humanity loses its momentum and becomes distracted and sidetracked into witch hunts, and so
forth. All such events are consequences of spirit meddler intrusion into human choices, and this
is greatly encouraged and often targeted via the extraterrestrial overlay of control they have in
the spirit realm itself.
There is not a widespread unmasking in the works. This simply cannot happen at this point
by those who have the power to do so, because all such individuals within the institutions
themselves who have authority are so heavily corrupted and subjugated through mind control
they cannot see the big picture and could not connect the dots on their own. If someone comes
forward as a whistleblower and goes to the FBI, for example, they will largely be ignored. There
may be a cursory investigation but it will be sidetracked at some point by a higher official and
then the enthusiasm will die out. There may be a disappearance of witnesses and so forth, to
ensure this. But we can guarantee you with absolute certainty that the possibility of a wide-scale
unmasking of the cabal is not in the offing, nor can it take place. The iron grip is too strong at
this point. There needs to be a further loosening of the grip, and this can only be done through
the divine realm following human requests.
Will there be a divine ascension of the planet to a higher dimension and will this happen
on its own timeline whether humans are ready or not?
There will be a divine ascension of the planet, but this will not happen until humans are ready.
So the needs of the planet are currently held hostage to this goal, and this does create some
stress and strain and is part of the reason for the turmoil in the environment, with weather
extremes and peculiar changes that have no historical precedent. This is the chaos within
human consciousness at the present time, and this is because of the clash of the human with
a spiritual focus being bombarded relentlessly by disinformation and programming by the
interlopers. The discord has emotional consequences and this harms the environment.
So things are being prepared for all to transcend together. And so there is some
misinterpretation along the way by psychics who see this future potential but may misinterpret
some of the details and fear the worst with respect to humanity, for example. There need be no
worry about this. All will take place in concert at the point when all are ready. So this will be quite
some time yet and will not be imminent. The individuals who talk about an imminent ascension
are misinformed and are being told this to make them complacent in assuming all will be taken
care of automatically, and there is no need for them to do anything to assist. Nothing could be
further from the truth. You will hear this from us again and again and again, that people need to
wake up, see the world for what it is, and imagine what it can be, and work with the divine realm
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towards the greater goal. Once that takes place, things can go rapidly to be improved and the
ultimate destiny will play out.
There is a theory that upon death it is recommended not to go into the light because it is
a trap used to capture souls into an unending series of incarnations. Is this true?
The reality is the opposite. The message itself, the recommendation itself is a trap. It is a
disinformation campaign to render people powerless, as all power flows from the light. If you
think about the fact that humans in their very origin are light beings who come from the light,
which is the divine light, the source, the wellspring of everything in the universe, to deny its
existence, to avoid making that contact and that connection, is a disservice of major proportions.
That itself will condemn the person, not to further incarnation, but will further narrow their
experience to being trapped in limbo. They can only reincarnate by returning to the light. That
is the launching pad, so to speak, for the physical incarnation. All incarnations take place with
the cooperation of the light and light beings who help to establish the connections, and the
conveying of energy, and to begin to prepare the biological nest, so to speak, to have the correct
organismic requirements in place, the right DNA complement, and so forth. The energetic ties to
the mother, and the father, and even existing siblings, began prior to the actual engagement on
a soul level, with the new life forming in the womb.
This is something that will not happen from the lower levels, the in-between plane. What
happens if someone is not prepared to return to the light, not looking upward, not looking to
a reunion with the loving arms of the divine, and all they know in the large family grouping
to which they belong, who are still in light being mode? They will not be prepared for their
transition and may become trapped in limbo. This is not a place to be because there is extreme
deprivation of all kinds. The experience can be quite difficult and quite tragic. To suggest a
perspective that would trap such individuals is serving the darkness, and does not serve the
human who needs to know the light is their friend, and their origin, and their birthright.
What is the percentage of channelers accurately and reliably channeling the divine
beings they think they are?
As we have told you before, more than 90% of channelers are being duped and are not
channeling the divine figures they believe they reach and talk with. In almost all cases, there
is an imposter, a lower being of some kind, either a dark spirit or a human discarnate spirit,
or an extraterrestrial psychic, who steps forward and claims to have the identity of the divine
figure being sought. And if the channeler accepts this response without question and begins a
relationship, it must be allowed by the divine realm, as all things are allowed in human plane.
So we understand that many people would never envision that a dark spirit or an extraterrestrial
consciousness could elbow their way to the front of the line and claim to be an archangel or a
benevolent extraterrestrial from an advanced civilization, and that this would be allowed, that
the actual genuine archangel would ever allow this to happen, let alone a loving God. But if
you think about this, it is no different than the human criminals pretending to be a repair person
or represent some company as a salesman to gain entrance, and then may rob or injure the
trusting person who lets them in. Such criminal acts are allowed by divine realm as human
business.
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This is not to say there will be no consequences through a need to repay or balance the
damage, but in the immediate reality they must be allowed to make their choices, and it is up to
each person to safeguard themselves and their loved ones, knowing such things can happen.
This is why doors have locks, and people have higher selves to help to warn them in many
instances when someone is there for a dark purpose, and they may get a funny feeling. It may
well be their higher self warning or Creator warning them to not let their guard down. We are not
always listened to, and then things happen from there.
So this is the responsibility of all, to watch out for the imposters and to question. It is always a
good idea to survey the landscape and not put all your trust on a single source. There are many
truths. There are many who bring forward truth. No one person knows everything. There are
many signs one can follow: looking at the motivation of the person to see whether what they do
serves love or serves themselves, does it take away from others, is it a gift of loving kindness
in some way? These are not foolproof, but they can be helpful. Listening to the heart is of value
because you will be tuning in to your higher self and will receive warnings or encouragement
according to the true nature of someone claiming to have extraordinary reach.
There are many deliberate disinformation campaigns taking place throughout the human
culture, with much corruption of the spiritual community, as well as many who wish to
investigate the extraterrestrial question. Both are activities demonstrating that the persons
involved are escaping mind control manipulation to some degree, for most people are
suppressed and not actively seeking enlightenment, or further understanding, or information
about the extraterrestrial presence. Those individuals, in particular, must be dealt with by the
extraterrestrials to maintain their dark agenda. So there are many campaigns to subvert them.
False channelers are a convenient way to do this, proffering a focus on sweetness and light,
but with no mention of deeper problems, or the offering of genuine solutions, even for personal
healing, that actually work and can reach the deep inner problems with solutions. Most will
be offering superficial answers, and misdirection, a preoccupation with a kind of fluff that is
appealing but will not have much depth nor great value in changing behavior and alleviating
suffering.
The most significant point of differentiation is whether they involve God in the discussion in
some way and invite people to request the assistance of divine realm in an active, ongoing,
repeated fashion. This the extraterrestrials do not dare recommend because it will be their
undoing. Even as a subterfuge, they would be playing with fire. And so the false channelers
will not be so explicit. They will promote human development, and personal enlightenment, and
an outreach in vague ways to the great beyond, to the universal awareness, and other vague
descriptions of an enlightened state, but will not truly embrace the light with a divine label in
wanting to invoke the divine consciousness as an ally.
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Alien Environmental Destruction
A viewer asks: “What is going on with these recent Earth changes: back-to-back
hurricanes, huge earthquakes in Mexico, forest fires in the west? And are any of them
intentionally human engineered, and/or alien engineered, and if so, why?”
These are all excellent examples illustrating what we have been saying through this discussion
and returning to at intervals. The fact that you are being manipulated and subjugated and
suppressed and with the new chapter underway now, slated for elimination. These calamities
of nature, all are not natural. Hurricanes are 100% created by extraterrestrials. They are not a
natural phenomenon, nor have they ever been. Many are created to wander about seemingly,
and fizzle with no human consequence. This is part of the subterfuge to make them seem like
semirandom, or at least unpredictable events, only some of which are a threat, and others not
making landfall, much less so. If you think about the energy within a hurricane exceeding that of
atomic weapons, the idea that swirling air masses can be generated out of nowhere, fueled by
only warm water and some wind to push them one way or another is a fanciful idea that falls on
its face.
There can be many scientific theories but that is the norm. Everything has a scientific theory,
but most scientific theories come and go because they were never right in the first place, and
need major revisions, or to be discarded outright. This is one of those times. It is a way to toy
with human and undermine them to cause great financial distress as well as loss of some lives,
and has been increasing for some time. This is true of tornadoes as well, they are not natural
phenomena either. There can be wind producing vortices but not of the nature and intensity and
lifespan of the tremendous wind velocities within the tornado. These have been increasing and
science is tracking this as well and reporting that the number and intensity of both tornadoes
and hurricanes in an increased ferocity for some time now, and the reasons are unknown. We
can tell you the reasons are the extraterrestrials are getting tired of their sport and their game
here. They want to speed things up and get on with the idea of displacing humans altogether
and take their prize which is the Earth itself, for their totally unhindered use.
This is true of most severe adverse weather that causes huge destruction and famine and
complete devastation for civilization depending on areas that normally allow agriculture—to
make them arid. This is part of their ability to manipulate the environment energetically to
bring about such casualties, and is their way of undermining human while maintaining a covert
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presence here. They are working from behind the scenes, and this is true of earthquakes as
well. Fully 95% of all earthquakes that happen are triggered by extraterrestrials imparting
energy into the Earth, where there may be an area of tension that does not need to give way,
but is induced to be shifted enough to unleash tremendous potential energy that has been
dormant heretofore. This again is a game they play to cause destruction, devastation, and
discouragement of humanity and this will likely increase. It’s time to know what is taking place,
to not be complacent, to not turn away and assume this is simply climate change.
The whole notion of climate change is a propaganda campaign created by the extraterrestrials
to mask their manipulation of the environment. It is not caused by humans. There is a tiny effect
of human culture on the increase in global climate but to a trivial extent compared to other
forces. That is simply the way things are but the storyline is being used as a cover, to cause
humans to be complacent and just take one’s lumps from nature. If you think about being the
recipient of a divine creation and being divine creations yourselves, the idea that you would be
given a nest that can smack you down and kill you outright, with random actions of this kind,
makes very little sense. We can assure you this was not Creator’s plan. Creator’s plan was for
you to be in a loving nest. A place shared by many creatures with some competitive interactions
to be sure, but not where the mountain will fall on you, or the Earth swallow you up or the house
whisked away by tornado and shattered into tiny pieces. This is not a divine intention. It is a
depraved intention of beings who want you destroyed.
Due to endless rain and horrific flooding early in 2019, many farmers in the middle of the
country faced very serious delays in getting their crops planted. So they really needed
good weather at the end of the season so the crops could mature and be harvested in
time, and that did not happen. Instead, the historic blizzard that we witnessed dumped
up to 2 feet of snow from Colorado to Minnesota, prompting one North Dakota lawmaker
to state that the crop losses will be “as devastating as we’ve ever seen.” Was this entire
sequence of adverse weather orchestrated by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to pressure
humanity?
This again is the handiwork of the Extraterrestrial Alliance in conjunction with the Secret
Space Program, as we prefer calling the Mercenary Army Program, to practice using weather
modification to cause harm to those on the ground. This they do time and time again with
increasing ferocity these days, including all of the severe natural disasters you can enumerate
from wildfires to floods, to blizzards, to unusually arid conditions, to volcanoes, to earthquakes,
to hurricanes. All are unnatural when present in extreme circumstances with extreme force. This
is entirely artificial. It is done in conjunction with existing weather rather than out of the blue,
which would be noticed. So it seems to just be bad luck and, in this case, the early arrival of a
freezing storm in October seems more like bad luck to have happened at the end of a season
starting with too much flooding in the spring to delay planting. And the two events seem to be
wholly unrelated, when in fact they are a single orchestration designed for maximum negative
impact to impair source of food for human beings.
This is part of the diabolical tightening of the noose around human civilization as they have
designs on you and are ramping up the pressure relentlessly bit by bit and will continue to do
so. Even when it becomes noticeable, it will be blamed on false causes like global warming or
bad political decisions, and so forth, to distract the critics and the few whistleblowers who have
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enough intuitive awareness to see the truth of things, and the truth will suffer—being lost in the
torrent of voices decrying the situation and pointing fingers at the wrong culprits and outshouting
those with true understanding.
What causes the Santa Ana winds that are a large factor in worsening the California
brushfires? Are these truly a natural weather phenomenon?
As with the hurricanes being spawned seemingly by the African storm centers that move into the
Atlantic Ocean, the Santa Ana winds are generated by temperature differentials in that southern
region of the California desert and the adjacent Mexican temperature influences. But both are
worsened by the extraterrestrial technologies, taking advantage of recurring weather patterns
to pile on and worsen them dramatically. This is the reason for the high degree of variability
and the extreme conditions that are seen all along the western seacoast when these winds get
going, and often at the worst possible time. They are seen frequently in conjunction with the
presumed wildfires, and are felt to be a causal factor by downing power lines, causing sparks to
fly in the dry brush so common to the region because of drought conditions.
While such things can happen innocently, they are relatively rare. It is the work of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance in bringing forward extremes to the point where vast fires get going
and are extremely difficult to extinguish when fanned by such violent winds. This causes the
spreading to proceed at a high rate of speed and little can stand in the way. Normal winds in
the California region would never be of sufficient magnitude to knock down power lines unless
there were gross negligence or faulty equipment in use, and that rarely happens. The power
companies and their employees are seasoned veterans facing these problems and are quite
scrupulous in seeing to keeping things in good condition and employing the most stringent
technological solutions available to make things as weather impervious as possible.
As you know, the true cause of these fires is extraterrestrial to begin with. Once the fires
commence, there may be destruction of power lines so it becomes a chicken and egg question
of who was there first to cause the widespread fire. And so the presumption is that the downed
power lines were the first cause of the flames to start, and that the winds were the true culprit,
coming from the weather patterns that historically have created them with regularity in the past.
This is a clever cover and this is how the Extraterrestrial Alliance gets away with their dark
deeds manipulating weather. They couple the weather extremes like hurricanes and tornadoes
with existing storm systems and it becomes cemented in the minds of human that this is just
something that can happen to worsen things, and they have seen it many times already and is
nothing new, just the vagaries of nature, when in fact, it is entirely sinister and calculating, to do
the most damage possible while keeping humans lulled into complacency.
Has the sun been altered over the past couple of decades by the Extraterrestrial Alliance
and is this the reason it seems harsher or whiter in appearance rather than the lemon
yellow some remember from that earlier time? If so, what are the reasons for and
consequences of the changes?
This, in fact, has happened and is an illustration of multiple issues. The first, is the extent
to which the Extraterrestrial Alliance can manipulate something even so very basic as the
operation of the sun itself and not have any alarms or questions raised among the scientific
community about changes that have happened. All the latter have been suppressed through
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mind control manipulation, to disregard data and to draw no importance about those things
that are noticed. This is not so different than the dramatic and bizarre physical evidence of
an unusual energy operating on 9/11, associated with the towers collapsing and causing
widespread damage, that could not be attributed to any conventional scenario, as was assumed
to have happened from the collision of airliners into the buildings.
The sun has been altered to begin to change its energy and to accelerate its evolution and
progression towards extinction. This, in effect, is truncating the potential utility of the earth
itself, for once the sun is gone, the earth will not be habitable. So the intuitive awareness of this
that others have commented on is quite correct, and the timeline as well is accurate, that the
sun’s life will only extend in the thousands of years and this will be a rate-limiting consequence
for humanity. We have told you before, however, that Creator’s plan for humanity is for an
ascension of the entirety of humanity in the physical, as well as the planet itself. If this does
happen, the sun will be of less consequence. There are many ways the ascension can be
carried out and the humans have a place compatible with their continued flourishing. So as with
the threat of annihilation to human directly, this is yet another way they have tinkered with the
environment to cause adverse effects designed to harm human progress and survival, both.
According to the National Hurricane Center, hurricanes are getting worse—not
necessarily because there are more of them but because they are more severe. Extreme
hurricanes, meaning either Category 4 or 5, have roughly doubled in the Atlantic Ocean
since the 1990s. In addition, these storms have more frequently changed into severe
ones in just a day or two. That rapid intensification, which used to be rare, greatly
complicates mounting rescue and relief efforts. Are these changes natural?
As you know, hurricanes are not natural to begin with. All hurricanes are created through
extraterrestrial technology capitalizing on, and often creating, weather patterns to produce a
storm that serves as a nexus for a worsening to achieve hurricane status. There are no natural
phenomena that will produce such a gigantic long-term storm of spiraling winds with such
ferocity and longevity. These weather attacks are mounted in a mix of random and patterned
ways to seem as though they are natural because many wander about in the ocean and never
make a landfall or peter out before causing any harm. This maintains the illusion of their being
natural phenomena and not something always diabolical in consequences, which would arouse
suspicion. The fact they have a seasonal nature is another example because this creates a
plausible scientific hypothesis that it is a seasonal consequence to produce severe weather
and this has become widely accepted by scientists and the illusion is maintained by the
extraterrestrials.
What is changing more recently is the desire to worsen things for humanity across the board,
so the engineered natural disasters, actually done by extraterrestrials, may happen more
frequently and/or be inflicted with greater intensity. And among the randomness in general will
be seen as bad luck, or a string of particularly bad natural occurrences that may not have a
deeper meaning, as such things come and go over time with respect to all kinds of weather. But
we can tell you, both the phenomenon of greater severity and the rapid intensification as well
as other destructive aspects—as when hurricanes instead of moving onshore and diminishing
as they move across the land, instead hover in place for prolonged periods inflicting constant
damage—are all engineered to happen because the storms themselves are unnatural to
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begin with. So their course, their speed of motion, and their intensity can all be orchestrated.
The extraterrestrials enjoy inflicting greater harm through creating a surprise worsening or a
directional change where a gigantic storm makes a right angle turn and heads inland when it
was expected to skim along the coastline and not make a landfall. All of this is sinister and a
demonstration of the depravity of the interlopers.
Hundreds of thousands of birds in New Mexico are dropping dead according to wildlife
experts, for reasons that are unknown. Many migratory species are affected, including
warblers, bluebirds, sparrows, blackbirds, the western wood peewee, and flycatchers.
There are similar mass bird deaths reported in Colorado, Texas, and Mexico. Is there a
common link here, and what is the cause?
This tragic die-off is not due to global warming nor are the Western fires taking place many,
many miles away as has been speculated. It is entirely the result of electromagnetic energies
being produced in part to support human technology, in particular the microwave frequencies,
but also extraterrestrial technologies working to amplify such harmful electromagnetic
emanations specifically to cause long-term harm to biological systems including the human
beings. As we have said before, birds are the proverbial canary in the coal mine in showing you
there are harmful things in the atmosphere—that includes not only noxious chemicals but, in this
case, electromagnetic waves that can be deadly. This is yet another source of harm to you and
your planet courtesy of the Extraterrestrial Alliance who are working to worsen things.
The U.S. was rocked by 500 tornadoes in a one-month period recently. In the past seven
decades, only 2003, 2004, 2008 and 2011 have faced that many tornado reports in a
30-day period according to Bill Bunting, chief of forecast operations at the center in
Norman, Oklahoma. The center got calls on 12 days, each with eight or more tornadoes,
a preliminary record that will take months to confirm. Although there have been some
fatalities and over a hundred injuries, there seems to have been a lower human toll
than the massive series of storms might have caused. Was there a significant divine
intervention to lower casualties?
There is an interesting juxtaposition here of extremes, that while the frequency and number of
tornado occurrences have been increasing, the death toll has been moderate nonetheless. The
reason this extremely large storm system that appeared to spawn so many tornadoes did not
cause greater havoc was indeed because of divine intervention. This was a setup to allow the
Extraterrestrial Alliance to have a field day to do their worst. There is nothing like a good storm
system to provide cover for such mischief. As you know, all tornadoes are artificially produced
by extraterrestrial technology. They could make a tornado on a calm, clear summer day with
blue skies in the heavens and it would have the same effects as one generated in association
with a storm, so one is not dependent on the other.
What governs the consequences is the extent to which they want to make a big splash by hitting
particular targets, and to what extent there are enough human prayer requests on record to
deflect the energies and allow a divine intervention sufficient to attenuate the magnitude of the
damage. While they must allow many random-seeming tornado events to accompany storms,
because not all take the path of hitting people’s homes or other population centers where a
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large aggregate of humans have gathered and could result in a very large death toll, they will
not always be able to resist such opportunities.
This is why it is especially important that people do prayer work when storms are looming,
because there will be a likely consequence on occasion that is dire, and there is only so much
the divine realm can do because we depend on the humans to do their part. Fortunately, in this
case, we were able to intervene in a way to keep things to a relative minimum. Sadly, we could
not prevent all mortality. And this is really the case because the human requests must be quite
strong in order to counter extraterrestrial intention, which is strong as well even though unjust. In
a world of free will, we cannot always come to the rescue to the extent you might like but that is
in keeping with the responsibility you hold for what happens—that is a lesson still needing to be
learned for most people.
Is the increased volcanic activity in Mauna Loa, Hawaii being engineered or orchestrated
by the Extraterrestrial Alliance, or is it natural?
This as well is being ramped up to become more intense. It is part of the worldwide
orchestration of environmental calamities of all kinds, as a gradual but relentless worsening, that
will add to human burdens more and more as the months roll by, and is part of their broad plan
to savage humanity.
What caused the recent earthquake in California that was the biggest in 25 years, and
why were there no fatalities? Was that due to divine intervention?
That is very much the case. This was intended to be much more devastating. We were able
to use many ongoing prayer requests for safety and for protection of the planet to forestall the
worst of consequences. That is often all that is needed to thwart the darkest of plans by the
interlopers. It serves to reduce their negative influence but not raise a red flag for them that
there might be an oppositional force at work to undermine their activities.
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Alien Introduced Predatory Species
Are the large existing predators on land, like lions, tigers, and bears, as well as
sharks and killer whales in the sea, all species foreign to the Earth and introduced by
extraterrestrials to worsen human existence?
This is quite true. All of the current species you mention and their variants were introduced by
the interlopers. This is a broad subterfuge to make everything look natural and be consistent
with the scientific precepts you live by, such as evolution through natural selection which, as
well, are instilled disinformation to make you believe all of the difficulties you face, all of the
dangers surrounding you, are a natural consequence of existence and simply something you
must tolerate as best you can, and survive if possible. As you know, and have asked, there are
species of all kinds, all sizes, all varieties, among the animal and plant kingdom, and insects,
and microbial realms that are foreign interlopers brought similarly, by the Extraterrestrial Alliance
to darken the world and cause many kinds of suffering. While many of these kinds of organisms
were present on the Earth in early times, following the first annihilation of humanity the world
was cleansed for a reintroduction of humans, at which time all of the predatory species were
removed to make the Earth a loving nest for the divine humans to enjoy. Unfortunately, and as
was foreseen, the honeymoon did not last.
Did the Reptilians bring all or some of the reptile species to the Earth and for what
purpose? Did that include snakes, lizards, alligators, and crocodiles?
They did bring the toads, and multiple reptile species, including the snakes, the lizards, the
alligators, and the crocodiles. There were variations of these in prior epochs on the Earth, as
species are often introduced in many worlds to provide many differing settings and to provide
a backdrop for the plans for that location. Some are testing ground, some are proving grounds,
some are simply there to provide variety and opportunities for exploration, study, and interaction
with more advanced beings, who may visit and do work for a time in other worlds and their
environment, and gain knowledge. So, as you know, many species in the fossil record on Earth
are no longer present on the planet and that is true of the reptilian species of old.
The newer variations were reintroduced by the Reptilian extraterrestrials because it is in keeping
with their history and their culture, their normal environment, to have many such species to
which they relate strongly by sharing some of the similarities innately. And so they have a bias
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favoring these organisms, much as you admire those animals that break into song—like the
birds, and those with beautiful plumage and behaviors that are endearing in some way to human
sensibilities, particularly those that get along well with others and are not violent by nature. The
opposite is the case of Reptilian encroachment. They have a predator mentality, and so the
predatory species are of interest to them and preferred by them because it is a reflection of their
own nature and exalts them, in a way, in their thinking.
Was our national bird, the bald eagle, introduced into our world by extraterrestrials as a
harmful predator?
This is true of the eagle and other predatory birds as well, that they belong to the darker
Reptilian world and are not native to your planet during the period of time following the
introduction of divine human. The Earth was purged of predators prior to the instillation of divine
human as an organism. So the nest was carefully prepared to be a benign and loving place with
abundant life of all kinds that would support the human experience, with many reminders of the
wonders of life and the beneficence of the divine in providing all the resources people might
need for food, and clothing, and many other materials that are created from animal parts, such
as hides, tusks, and hooves.
The cockroach is one of the most disgusting pests there is, as most people recoil in
horror at the mere thought of them. What is the origin of this collective cockroach
aversion?
This is deeply rooted in the human psyche because it has been a premier pest throughout
human history. In many warmer climates still today, it is a constant companion and, in many
areas of the world, no attempts are made to eradicate it because this is difficult to do without
expensive chemical applications that may not be feasible on a wide scale in poverty-stricken
areas in particular. So all human beings have had lifetimes living with cockroaches as an everpresent feature that becomes, after a time, emblematic of their general helplessness in the face
of many such scourges and the reality they have limited control over their own environment and
their enjoyment of life because inevitably there will be intrusions that are disruptive.
The presence of a cockroach has come to represent poverty, encroachment, and deep stirrings
from times of great fear as children waking up at night and having cockroaches on their person.
It is most unpleasant to have large numbers of insects like this ever-present in a dwelling.
The personal karma carries many such traumatic memories of encounters with predators and
scourges, both. Seeing these creatures stirs those memories within the deep subconscious
and adds significant stress as a consequence that will be poorly understood consciously but is
very, very real in the experiencing of it. The cockroach is an extraterrestrial pest planted here
by the Extraterrestrial Alliance. It is an organism that was present at one time on the Earth, but
the Earth was repurposed fairly recently to be a nest for the divine human, and many hostile
species were removed to prepare the Earth to be a gentle and loving place, as befits a gentle,
loving, spiritual being.
Are spiders an extraterrestrial species?
This is very true, and this is the main reason people find them so very creepy. It is an instinctive
reaction to the inner knowing that the world has predators, and they all have an inner link to the
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awareness of this foreign influence, and so all are sharing great inner fear that is deeply rooted
in the human psyche from so many centuries of subjugation and torment caused by the cohort
of foreign species introduced into Earth precisely for this purpose.
There seems to be a “perfect pest” for almost every situation. The termite is a prime
example. Can Creator share what the origin of the termite was, and how best to defend
against it?
This has been present in many worlds and is a feature on all three extraterrestrial planets.
It is because there is wooded plant life on all three planets and the termite can represent
a karmic force to represent a return of negativity to apply a kind of enforced restitution for
negativity imparted by the advanced beings in these worlds. This again is because of longstanding depravity in their thoughts, words, and deeds, and this has brought many negative
consequences to their worlds. The termite is a true scourge because of the great value of wood
through its use for many purposes. It has natural beauty and an organic feel that is warm and
welcoming innately. All advanced beings have conscious awareness of nature and want to be a
part of it. The ability to appreciate the beauty of nature is diminished with a disconnection from
awareness of the divine because that is a type of love on display. But there are practical benefits
using wood products. So the presence of termites provides a direct competition that can render
a karmic payback under the right circumstances, and so has a place in a reordering of things.
The lesson being the perpetrator will never escape the consequences of their evildoing. There
will be an inevitable repayment or a commensurate suffering they must face.
Bed bugs are another seemingly “designer” pest with the sole purpose of making human
life more difficult than it needs to be. What is their origin?
These are from the Reptilian realm and have a similar history, purpose, and place in causing
discomfort and lowering the quality of life and, as such, they are cultivated and unleashed on
your world with glee by the interlopers who wish to see you suffer in as many ways as possible
and delight in the many ways they can undermine things and cause you to suffer. This is a true
scourge in every respect. It has no redeeming value other than being a match to the acts of
perpetrators.
Are rats and mice extraterrestrial species?
These are both extraterrestrial species and that is consistent with the fact they are both a
scourge causing great destruction of food stores as well as spreading many diseases, and that
was their purpose, to encroach on humans and bring misery in many forms.
Can the future of Earth ever be pest-free?
This can be done but will require a high level of healing for humanity as a whole. Your karma
has become so intertwined with pests of all kinds that, in a sense, you are in quicksand and in
danger of sinking below the surface. This has been envisioned by many writers over the years
seeing the cockroach reigning supreme over the Earth when the last human is gone finally, and
could well happen if the interlopers get their way in pressuring humanity to a fare-thee-well.
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That need not happen. If you can heal the interlopers, the divine realm can, in addition, heal
your planet of its predator problems by eliminating the scourges of all kinds. This simply will
require human awareness of the unnatural state of affairs gripping the world with the many
microbes and other life forms, big and small, that truly do not belong in a world designed for
human beings. Things can be returned to the blissful state of origin you have pictured for you
in the Scriptures as the Garden of Eden. Prayer and the Lightworker Healing Protocol can
accomplish anything if people can act more as one with their intentions to have good things
happen for the benefit of all, once the interlopers have been healed and withdraw to give you
breathing room for a wider healing for humanity and your world at large.
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Corruption of Religion by Extraterrestrials
Can you help us understand why historical accounts of divine messages are so varied
and why there are so many contradictions, even within the same sacred writings?
We will definitely tell you without hesitation and without reservation that much of the Scriptures
are inaccurate with respect to their original meanings and the original writings. Many chapters
have been deleted wholesale. Many have been re-written to alter their meaning. And many
important topics have been deleted to remove many things that would truly show the message
of the Bible as a whistleblowing exercise to help humanity understand it is in the grip of outside
forces meaning harm to them, and that the divine realm is the answer, and why and how it can
be done. Much of the detail and much of the useful applied knowledge to empower human has
been subverted.
So this is the need, then, to move beyond the historical records dating back thousands of years
because of the corruption, not because the people in those times were so far removed from
understanding or reality that their accounts are of no value. The opposite, in some cases, is
true. It is just that there were not good means to preserve the knowledge and information in
ways to escape the scrutiny of the censors.
This is most unfortunate, but there are many modern prophets who are spreading the truth
and you are doing so at the moment as well. The resistance to the messages is again because
of human subjugation through mind control and manipulation. So the chief critics of the new
thinkers are being used as tools by the darkness without their realizing it.
In France, two churches are desecrated every day on average. According to PI-News, a
German news site, 1,063 attacks on Christian churches or symbols (crucifixes, icons,
statues) were registered in France in 2018. This represents a 17% increase compared
to the previous year showing that such attacks are ramping up. “In Germany, there is
a creeping war against everything that symbolizes Christianity: attacks on mountainsummit crosses, on sacred statues by the wayside, on churches... and recently also on
cemeteries.” In virtually every instance of church attacks, the identity of the vandals
is obfuscated by authorities and the media so that anyone who makes a connection
to migrants is labeled a racist. In those rare instances when the Muslim (or “migrant”)
identity of the destroyers is leaked, the desecraters are then presented as suffering from
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mental health issues. Are these reports correct, and is there a deeper, more sinister
reason for these attacks?
The reporting is accurate as far as recounted here. The reason for the mass attacks against
churches in a series of isolated acts of vandalism is a combination of factors. There are always
disaffected, angry people wanting to malign groups and iconic images of things they have
grown to hate because of their cultural conditioning. This is a factor that has accumulated over
many centuries on the part of religious believers because of ongoing mind manipulation to sow
discord, fear, suspicion, and hatred of the very differences in question. So even though two
religions may both believe in the same God, they hate one another over small differences in
the religious dogma each embraces. This is seen to, that there are differences, and then these
are magnified in importance to create suspicion and dislike, and stronger emotions up to and
including the belief other religions must be stamped out and their followers destroyed.
Like all Extraterrestrial Alliance disinformation campaigns causing a destabilization and violent
action by disagreeing parties, this is the consequence of a long-term campaign to interfere
with the free choices of humans, to sow discord and plant disinformation within the religions
themselves. And this is used as a bone of contention, again and again, to cast aspersions on
members of other religions by the faithful and then even go to war to defend one’s own faith or
deliberately attack members of another religious persuasion. None of this is natural. None of
this is divine. None of this is explicable by normal human behavior. It is orchestrated to happen
through a distortion of thinking, aided and abetted all along the way by programming the minds
at multiple levels with false beliefs.
This is how people can compartmentalize their thinking so readily to follow a divine being
wanting morality and high-level ethical conduct in its followers on the one hand, but on the other,
can blindly instruct them to kill the infidels or to hate and undermine members of other faiths
who are not so different from their own. So whether you view this as a consequence of excess
zeal in the religious beliefs to treat members of other faiths with disdain or you see it as direct
manipulation and propaganda to create the idea for such desecrations, the two are part and
parcel of the same thing—a longstanding orchestrated division to drive a wedge between the
faithful, corrupt their thinking, and turn them against one another to wreak havoc. That is truly
what is going on.
The precise sequence of events and their origins are complex, multifaceted, and many-layered.
Some coming from deep historical karma and some from fresh instructions delivered via the
deep subconscious programming being done day in and day out by the interlopers. How it
comes about is a minor detail, the overriding question is, what are humans going to do about
this? When will they wake up and accept they are being manipulated and these are not random
events but a careful plan to erode their wellbeing and safety?
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Manipulation of Human Institutions
Can you give us an overview of what people most need to know about the current dark
spirit meddler/extraterrestrial alliance and its influence on humanity and what people can
do in choosing how to live their lives that will be most helpful?
The current state of affairs among the human community, looking broadly across the planet at
the whole of human culture and its various groups of nation-states, and the organizations within,
show deep ongoing problems. The governments are largely dysfunctional and cannot effectively
solve problems, but often make them worse and create new ones as they go. The way humans
teach the young, and the structure and function of business and commerce, are also in many
cases corrupted by a level of selfish disregard for the broader needs of the group as a whole.
And the way people are treated when problems arise again reflects a quite selfish disregard for
anyone lacking money to buy help. So there is a lack of humanitarian implementation of a true
sharing and a true regard for the value of each person, whether or not simple and affordable
means to help are available.
Often the caring is weak or absent, except by a small minority of enlightened humans truly
seeking change and often being advocates for their particular group of concern. The problems
introduced by the spirit meddler corruption are the root cause of this. In closing off the
connection to higher self and the true spiritual core, they make people insensitive, losing their
compassion and ability to love deeply, and as a result, the people become insensitive and
coarse, serving themselves first and having little sympathy for those who struggle and cannot do
well on their own. The corruption increases criminality, increases mental illness, and the lack of
a good health care system that truly addresses the origin of illness by keeping people unaware
of the impact of karma on the physical body, will perpetually block humans from true means of
healing until a greater awakening occurs, and a greater acceptance of divine assistance to help
with deep healing needs.
The overlay of extraterrestrial manipulation of the leadership across the board—in all important
human institutions and governments—keeps people in a state of complacency and ignorance
so that the leadership abrogates their responsibility and become self-serving, so they enjoy
prestige and financial rewards, while doing little of deep and lasting value for those things they
are expected to manage and improve. This widespread inefficiency and corruption cannot be
changed readily without divine help. There are too many layers, too well-entrenched, arising
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karmically from the past history of failures, shortcomings, self-doubt, and self-limiting beliefs
widely present in most humans.
This will require a divine intervention, and that can only come with conscious awareness of
human that it is needed, and then through making direct requests for divine assistance. If we
are not asked to help, we cannot help, and humans will be entirely on their own. Each and every
problem, no matter how big or how small, is important and can be given divine assistance.
There is no end of need and so there should be no end of requests. This is not to say humans
have no responsibilities and need do nothing. They always must strive to help themselves
and help one another. It is those efforts that will be reinforced and made more effective and
successful.
This will not happen in a vacuum where humans do not participate. It will come through and by
them, as a result of the divine realm removing hidden roadblocks and reinforcing inner capability
and resolve, for humans to be more effective in all they do. And then in the absence of external
resistance, humans will find it easier and easier to solve problems, to right the wrongs, to build
greater strength, effectiveness, and efficiency in all human institutions, and to have incorporation
of a greater humanitarian perspective—with sensitivity to the true spiritual nature of all, and to
respect life and the integrity of the individual in everything that happens. This will come through
conscious awareness and conscious choice in how best to conduct affairs by factoring in moral
principles that are truly divine and valid. This learning will be incremental, but needs to happen
so more will apply themselves with their thoughts and energies and their intention in a positive,
divine, way.
Being on Creator’s wavelength, through embracing a perspective of loving kindness in all they
think and do, will allow the full force of the divine realm to enter into the human arena and be a
force for change much more powerfully than ever before. To be implemented to a great degree
it will require removing the extraterrestrial manipulation of the human minds—which is ongoing
across the board in making humans much more limited than would otherwise be the case,
and suppressing the range of possibilities for their very thoughts, and then their choices as a
consequence.
This is a major reason why people fail to recognize the deep needs being unmet. And even
when they see the need and the suffering, cannot find answers and a practical solution, and
then take action to see it is implemented. All of these steps are suppressed across the board
through mind manipulation, and this keeps everyone busy doing make-work, being preoccupied
with false ideas and false undertakings of all kinds. Much of the scientific community has been
coopted and misdirected: studying false notions; gathering endless data being misinterpreted
according to mind control manipulation, to bias the thinking towards a narrow range of
hypotheses acceptable to the Extraterrestrial Alliance. This keeps people in the dark about their
divinity first and foremost, and then the possibility of them having greater power, and most of
all, the maintenance of secrecy about Extraterrestrial Alliance covert actions to manipulate and
control all that happens. It is time to throw off these chains, and we are here to help you do it, if
you choose to have us involved.
Does the Extraterrestrial Alliance work actively to engineer human impoverishment
through asset stripping in collusion with the dark spirits? How effective has this been in
undermining humanity?
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This is very much the case that the Extraterrestrial Alliance has their fingerprints all over your
money. This has been done down through the ages and orchestrated by those in power. In
today’s world, the governments are the moneylenders and moneychangers, in effect, through
their taxations and their welfare programs, creating dependence of many in the public. And this
keeps people impoverished because of it enabling their dissolution and, in effect, rewarding
complacency. This phenomenon is well known—the trap of welfare handouts in the absence of
work requirements, with work and independence as a goal, if at all achievable. There are always
those who lack physical means to work, or who are emotionally disturbed and simply cannot
function adequately to maintain employment. Those individuals need support and caring for by
loving fellow humans who simply understand the humanitarian perspective is what is called for
when someone has such a calamity befall them. It is the divine thing to do, to help someone
in need who cannot help themselves. So there are many, many ways that undermining people
financially causes further harm and a further degradation of their vibration and undermines the
entirety of their future as a consequence.
All through history money has flowed to the top tier through taxation, through confiscation of
land and wealth of individual citizens, putting many industries under government control and
supervision. And prior to that, control of the royal family or the rulers of the day, guaranteed
that the flow of financial resources would go towards the top, where it could be managed and
controlled with an iron hand. The financial system is constructed entirely to manipulate, to
coerce, and to fool people into all kinds of ventures that put their money at risk, and end in its
transfer to the super rich. These individuals are often in league with the Cabal and will be in
service to the Anunnaki bloodline whose members are among the super wealthy. And this is
all designed to take place through many schemes affecting the exchange of money and who
benefits.
All of the negative manipulations of human have the additional downside of interfering with
making a living and accumulating individual wealth. When one has a string of serious illnesses,
and must pay their medical bills—given the many faulty healthcare systems and provisions,
people become destitute simply to stay alive at times. And this is yet another way to bleed
people’s finances and make them increasingly vulnerable, which is a desired goal of the
Extraterrestrial Alliance. It is a slow death of society by depleting people, one by one. Eventually
the entire society cannot sustain its normal functions, and will become disorderly, and decadent,
and then decay, rapidly or slowly, as the case may be. The orchestration of many natural
disasters serves in this also. It need not kill many outright to be effective, because causing
billions of dollars of property loss and damage changes lives forever to the negative. And many
will have shortened lives because of the added stress and the increased hazards their life will
face in the absence of financial resources to maintain stability, and to pay for safeguards and
protection, and often even minimal healthcare. When one is destitute and at the mercy of the
state, one is at greater risk of early death because the advanced and sophisticated treatments
will not be available. The monitoring and oversight of healthcare providers will be more
constrained, so the care will be sporadic and uneven in quality, all of which can take a further
toll.
When people cannot provide for their family, and then become homeless, those lives are
changed forever, going through the experience. Some will save themselves, and may even be
strengthened in character from the ordeal, but many will have a worsening of things. If they must
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turn to crime in order to eat, or to escape from the homeless lifestyle, they are in danger of a
more severe curtailment of their life experience, and many will die young from the accumulated
neglect and stress, living a marginal existence from lack of funds. This is a deliberate intention
to cause an ongoing attrition through all sorts of negative consequences of financial lack.
A viewer asks: “We know the derivative crisis in 2008 was caused by the bankruptcy of
Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, and the subsequent refusal on the part of political
and financial leaders to bail out these firms, causing a cascading series of margin calls
that could not be met, and coming extremely close to having the entire global financial
system freezing up and collapsing entirely. As such, this was a gun to the head of
global politicians to allow all forms of money “expansion” (actually new money created
out of thin air with no backing whatsoever other than debt) to proceed unchecked and
unrestrained, and even unaudited. As a result, the system was saved, the big banks were
bailed out, the American automotive industry was bailed out, etc. Did the Extraterrestrial
Alliance fully intend to collapse the global financial system at that time, and was divine
intervention the way it was prevented?”
This indeed was a deliberate manipulation by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to bring things to a
head that were looming but could have been contained. They do this at regular intervals. The
whole notion of the economic cycle is a fallacy. It is clear history, numerically speaking, with
the rise and fall of the markets with fairly regular periods of escalating values reaching a peak
and then a recessionary period to cool things off and having a value reset to begin an eventual
upward climb once again. These cycles are unnatural. They are the product of numerous
financial manipulations of world economies and the tools of the banking system.
All the while there are predatory investors who are part of the Cabal, the insiders who
understand this is a game and are in on the rules and who short the markets at just the right
time and then will reposition themselves once a bottom is in place to enjoy another run-up over
a decade or so prior to a new downturn. This is how the hidden Cabal keeps itself in luxury.
They do so off the backs of everyone else, manipulating their economies and stripping away
the spoils from the labor of many. To be sure, there are those who ride along in parallel if they
can see the signs and piggyback onto the system, but it is all run with general unfairness. And
for many people is an unrecoverable disaster, particularly if they are nearing retirement and
are counting on life savings that might be decimated with an economic downturn if they are in
harm’s way of losing share value in their investments and fail to act in time.
There is much mind control manipulation as well to make people feel complacent and to stick
to the old adages: “That because the markets can’t be predicted, it is better to stay invested
because otherwise you will bail out in fear at just the wrong time and the market will turn and
run to the positive and leave you behind and you will have lost out truly because your losses are
unrecoverable.” That idea can work for individuals with a long timeline because they will be able
to recoup losses over time, but for those in advanced years, it can be quite devastating indeed.
There was a divine intervention to prevent the downturn in 2008 from causing a global collapse
that would be truly catastrophic. So as bad as it was and painful for very many people, it was
survived by the majority, at least enough to limp back into action and begin to rebuild from there.
And many have done well in at least getting back to where they were, aside from having lost a
decade or more of their productivity.
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Are controversy and uncertainty used as tools to make humans pay more attention, or to
keep them distracted?
You are hitting the nail on the head with this question because we can tell you that the vast
majority of what governments do, and their officials, are designed to distract, to mislead, to
misdirect, and to misfire in fundamental ways. There is much make-work that is widely touted as
progress. There are many things created to benefit special interests that hurt the general public
and the progress of humanity solely to enrich the power brokers. That is usually the highest
priority of government, to see to their care and feeding. This is the primary purpose of politics,
to create an ongoing circus with an array of sideshows to keep people distracted from the fact
little is getting done that is of genuine value for the nation and the world. Major problems go
unattended, suffering continues unabated, and things get worse across the board. These may
be covered up very adroitly through manipulation of statistics, selective reporting, and display of
seeming successes that are given an emphasis in the press but are largely minor advances or
something even quite meaningless that sounds good, whereas the festering problems continue
unremarked and unobserved by the majority of citizens. Only those living in the nightmare can
see the truth—they are being ignored.
A student asks: “Does mind control of democrats leverage their genuine compassion
and hatred of injustice, while mind control of republicans leverages their love of freedom
and commitment to law and order—all admirable and divine qualities, but weaponizing
them to divide and conquer?”
This is a beautifully insightful and well-constructed question about how a broad mind control
manipulation, sent energetically to every human being, can produce seemingly the opposite
effects on a given person, to create warring factions deeply divided and well entrenched
with their respective beliefs. This is a testament to the elegance of the manipulation—that
it is cleverly designed to insinuate itself within the belief systems of the recipient hearing
the message, to cause them to have their views reinforced, and then become increasingly
exaggerated in a particular direction that leads to friction, and then conflict. And this can be
the basis for discord, disharmony, disunity, and eventually physical altercations when taken
to an extreme, to corrupt and block the rights of others, to resort to violence on occasion in
those individuals so inclined, believing they must take matters into their own hands, and in the
process, violate the law.
Each political stripe has a set of values and characteristics that tend to be embraced, nourished,
and heavily defended with a set of corollary beliefs. It is this architecture that is manipulated
to give it reinforcement and to cause extreme reactions in the direction of the person’s
prejudices. This is why two persons of differing views can see the same event and draw
opposite conclusions as to its meaning, and have a completely opposite emotional reaction,
and will see seeming facts in evidence as absolute truth or to be rejected out of hand without
thinking through, in either case, the merits of the proposition. This is the hallmark of mind control
manipulation. It is much like a siren song designed to attract and seduce the listener. It may fall
on deaf ears or it may cause someone to take leave of their senses and follow the lure to their
great detriment. The mind control programming is much like that, except that it uses spices
that appeal to a variety of tastes so there is something there for everyone, and the end result
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is human groups of individuals with quite rigid and extreme views in opposition to one another.
This continually serves the Extraterrestrial Alliance by sowing discord through society.
Was mind control involved in the demonstration and counterdemonstration in
Charlottesville, West Virginia over the weekend when there was a car attack involved,
killing a woman, and many people were beaten?
This was entirely orchestrated via mind control. The gathering of some neo-Nazis to celebrate
a shopworn icon removal is hardly news, let alone reason to riot. Such individuals never have
power of any significance. They represent so very few people in society, their quest is truly
laughable as it has no real purpose and can accomplish absolutely nothing of any consequence.
The world is not going to turn back to the time of the Confederacy and see the world from those
perspectives. They may be stuck admiring those old views, but that itself is mind control from
first to last. This is the reason people are racist today. It does have karmic roots, but that karma
is reinforced and is whipped into a frenzy by mind control manipulation.
This is the reason warring factions get going and are at each other’s throats at the drop of a
hat. They are all being manipulated by mind control to support their particular view against the
opponent and then are ready to go to battle at a moment’s notice and be a part of even illegal
activity. It all seems reasonable in the context of the event itself because the mind is being
distorted to accept that reality as compelling, and this will lead to much head scratching later,
when people look back and wonder what they were thinking. So this entire series of events was
mind control manipulation on the part of each of the factions involved, as well as the terrorist act
of the driver who was sympathetic to the white supremacist cause and did the car attack, killing
the young woman tragically, and wounding so many others.
This was through mind control manipulation, to persuade him to take this rash step. He has truly
ruined his life and for what? That is a perfect illustration of the consequences of mind control,
that people commit rash acts of all kinds that truly destroy their future, for no real purpose that
anyone outside their twisted thinking can see. This is the tip-off it is mind distortion making the
decisions, for they are not rational, or realistic.
There were reports that police failed to follow plans agreed-to in advance to maintain
safety during the scheduled demonstration in Charlottesville, West Virginia. Were the
police slow to control things because of mind control as well?
The lackadaisical performance of the police during some of the events was also a consequence
of mind control, as you saw intuitively. This happens again and again, when there are
opportunities to sow discord and create confusion, chaos, and suffering, to ramp up pressures
and divisions. Mind control was used to keep the police in abeyance so they were not as
effective as they could have been to keep the warring factions at a distance from one another,
and prevent the general mayhem that caused a quite rapid escalation of tension, and the
outbreak of violence that took over the crowd. This was entirely avoidable, and it was very
telling that a sympathetic conservative commented there were no shootings. Despite the heavy
armament brought to the demonstration by the white supremacists, no one lost their self-control
and took another life. It was only the sole act of killing by vehicle that did so.
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This shows you that the individuals involved were not truly savages willing to do anything to
cause trouble. They were actually being sensible in not using the extreme step of firing weapons
at opponents who were, after all, only expressing their viewpoints. So this also illustrates that
the mind control has limits in what it can do. There are always instructions given for such
gatherings to do whatever is necessary to prevail, and violence is encouraged. So when people
do not stoop to violence, especially in a legal sense, that is a win for humanity and the spiritual
brakes that are often present to keep the damage contained, by imposing feedback from the
conscience and counter suggestions about other alternatives so people do not go off the deep
end totally.
The police were held in abeyance deliberately. This is a common strategy and will happen
more and more, as there are growing cover stories handed to them by the media in questioning
their fairness, objectivity, and potentially racist views. The police are reluctant to take rash
action when they might be judged, and so, given half a chance will opt to bide their time and be
passive so they themselves are not accused of precipitating violence. The problem, of course,
is that lack of action on their part leaves people free to do their worst, and this may result in
violence all the quicker. So the ideal would be to have no manipulation whatsoever, and then
people would have their own selves to answer to, and to answer for.
In what percentage of court cases are judges influenced by extraterrestrial mind control
manipulation in their rulings?
This is approximately 15% of criminal proceedings with high visibility. There are many ordinary
crimes for which there is little concern or oversight. Humans will always do an uneven job in
sorting truth from the misconceptions and prejudices often conspiring to bring someone before
the courts. And there are many inaccuracies and falsely accused individuals who are unjustly
convicted. So this is partly because people are imperfect and partly because there is mind
control manipulation to make the authorities very complacent and lead them to be lackadaisical
in their work. So there are many, many, sloppy investigations and lack of critical analysis and
discernment in deciding on who to prosecute, and then marshaling the evidence accordingly.
This is always done with a bias working against humanity in some way or another. This is
why there are so many very hard-nosed prosecutors and so many underhanded defense
attorneys as well. Their extremes are manipulated to be emphasized, and this results in many
miscarriages of justice and many inefficiencies that result in heartbreaking outcomes.
In what percentage of court cases are juries influenced by extraterrestrial mind control
manipulation in rendering their verdicts?
You can be sure there will be sources of bias and prejudice working in all juries because of
this overlay of manipulation. It is not a question of people being innately biased or prejudiced
because of their cultural or ethnic background. This is done to every person on a lifelong
basis, so regardless of their family origin and beliefs, they will be subjected to manipulation
on an ongoing basis and pushed in whatever direction they may have some tendencies. So
even people who are not prejudiced can be pressured into leaning in that direction, and it may
be enough to sway judgment and convince them there needs to be a certain outcome in a
trial when, if left to their normal feelings in isolation, their judgment would be different. So we
would say that at least 85% of the time there is a heavy overlay of prejudice instilled by mind
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control manipulation that confounds and confuses things, because the inherent programming is
done on a generic basis to tell people to make a more extreme response to circumstances, in
alignment with their life experience and expectations.
If they have doubts and suspicions about a certain class of people, that will be accentuated
and then an exaggerated triggering will take place during jury duty and their decisions will be
influenced accordingly. There are many high-profile court cases where there is a further direct
intervention by extraterrestrial psychics to manipulate the thoughts and inner beliefs of jurors,
to render them complacent to certain compelling evidence, so they can underweight it, or
ignore it, or to over-react and have heightened emotional reactions and responses that become
prejudicial in weighing the facts of the case. In rendering an objective assessment that ordinarily
might cause them to be deadlocked at a minimum, they will nonetheless vote unanimously
to convict or release someone with a not guilty verdict who nonetheless was the perpetrator,
depending on the desired outcome of the Extraterrestrial Alliance. They do this frequently to stir
up consternation and mistrust, and especially to create and maintain the usual divisions among
social class and racial lines, and of course illegal leanings as well.
Is part of the reason for inciting so many random shootings via mind control to empower
governments to outlaw private ownership of firearms and thereby leave civilians
defenseless?
This is a major goal of the widespread violence being induced. If humans were left on their own,
violence from gun use would be a minor problem and a rarity across the board. It is only through
spirit meddler corruption that people turn to violent thoughts. And the overlay of extraterrestrial
mind control has ramped this up to both increase the number of people induced to take such
action, as well as the level of severity. And the planning and coordination of the large-scale
target groups shows the impact of the Extraterrestrial Alliance being involved. The ultimate goal
is to disarm the world and this will only hasten the annihilation of human, because even though
small arms are not capable of turning back an extraterrestrial invasion in force, they are a
meaningful deterrent when the numbers are not so large and the likelihood of casualties exists,
as these beings have no desire to lose a single one of their members at the hands of a lowly
human. This is the mask they put over their inner cowardice, and it is serving humanity at the
moment for them to regard their own lives as so superior and so precious.
In our channeled interview in the light with Carla Rueckert, she made a very strong
statement condemning the school system, stating that the very idea of students confined
all day in classrooms is a tool of the interlopers and that learning should come from
participating in life. Do you endorse this view and what can you tell us further about this
perspective that would be helpful?
Indeed, this was more than a divine hint you received. You have posed many questions over
the years about education, the school system, modes of learning, the many ways information
becomes corrupted and then is imparted to the young. We have confirmed how the overlay
of corruption influencing teachers negatively, and the mind control manipulation on top of the
spirit corruption of teachers and pupils, who are encouraged to bully one another, adds an even
greater sinister agenda to constrain thought, restrict possibility for widening the horizons, and
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largely keep attention focused on the past—past learning, past knowledge, traditions, old ways
of thinking, and much outmoded information of little current value.
The reality is that the very conception of the schoolhouse was to be a kind of daily prison for
the young. This is why it is so heavily resisted, now and historically. The stories are legion, and
that is because it is harming young people more than it is helping them, and this they know
intuitively and very much resist what is happening. Not being in authority, they are unable to
decide for themselves and eventually will submit and learn to be cooperative, and some even
excelling as students and relishing their experience receiving the blessings of the teachers,
high grades, and the resulting praise as being well worth the inconvenience. But all too often,
students become stifled and end up resenting the very idea of learning because it comes to
represent depersonalization, dehumanization, and degradation of their own intrinsic value, as
they are criticized, judged, and embarrassed again and again in being put to a test they may
well fail, in the moment at least, and this punitive process takes a toll over time to undermine
self-confidence and squelch enthusiasm.
A saner system incorporates the young into all of life they may be ready for, individually or
collectively. An apprentice system works quite well. Curiosity is a natural trait in most young until
it is discouraged through life experience, devaluing what they have to offer and diminishing their
expectations. And then they learn to mistrust their own thoughts and yearnings and seek an
escape, or shut down their creative potential by becoming subservient to the demands of what
is largely a disciplinarian system that requires a certain performance to take place, and trains
them to absorb and then purge a series of facts and propositions, assuming this creates a wellrounded person. It, in fact, does more the opposite, by stultifying and diminishing the reach.
People are designed to be inherently creative in expressing their soul—in whatever direction
that takes, there will be something of value that happens. Whether it is of value to others is
always a variable, but if they are doing what is natural for them in a loving environment, working
alongside others who share similar likes and dislikes, to give them security and encouragement,
and even rewards of praise because they are with people who are truly compatriots, and likeminded, whatever they contribute will have immediate value and acceptance. And in the broad
mix of humanity, the whole of human culture is geared towards identifying excellence and
sharing that, if only for profit. So there are many existing mechanisms to spread knowledge and
showcase the individual achievements of people.
This is far more meaningful than doing make-work in the same way as others who came before,
going through endless study, and drills, and testing, and regurgitation for little purpose and no
end result other than having survived the system and done all the arbitrary requirements that
were made to be the criteria for advancement. That is not true learning, true education, or true
development of the soul and its true purpose. The end result is a tremendous waste of human
capital. This indeed is a legacy of the interlopers—learned from them, instituted by them down
through the ages again and again, as a way to warehouse the young, inculcate them with a
series of restrictions and punitive responses to behavior demanded of them, knowing this will
discourage them and constrain human creativity and progress. It turns out generation after
generation of sameness, and that is what the interlopers want. They at least want to restrict
advancement, if not to set humanity back.
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This will change when the presence of the interlopers is fully dealt with and there is true freedom
and liberty once again. Until then, everyone will continue to be a slave to the system they
themselves maintain through force of habit and the constraints of the hidden hand managing
them from behind the scenes.
Has the multi-year growth in cost of higher education greatly exceeding inflation been
manipulated to happen by the Extraterrestrial Alliance?
This is very much the case. It is a compounding of errors causing further disempowerment and
disparagement, and a gigantic headwind on human progress, putting people on an endless
treadmill of debt, reducing their flexibility and their freedom. It is the next best thing to massive
prisons. Instead of creating cells with bars, people are slotted into educational tracks to create
lifelong debt, and this is much like a prison. They will be serving for the duration that limits their
freedom. The rise in costs were aided and abetted by mind control programming to convince
people of its tremendous value and to manipulate the governments to support higher education
through ready availability of low-interest loans that nonetheless impoverish people and create a
debt burden they cannot escape from without heavy penalties.
This was a trap that was set, baited with the tempting prospect of legitimacy in society and
a ticket to the future to be among the elite and powerful, when the reality is, only a very few
are allowed in. And the masses who would emulate that role model, can never hope to have
such opportunities because there are simply too many ordinary citizens for the relatively small
positions of authority. So all are gambling to be the ones who rise to the top and all pay the cost
of competing when only a very few have a real payoff to justify the investment. At the same
time, the work they did to get there will have been largely a misdirection and a squandering of
true human talent they exhibited and could have done much more within the right setting with
the right support and encouragement. So it is a Pyrrhic victory, in the end, to be a leader in a
mediocre society, and turns out to be no great achievement after all.
There are many legendary confrontations between scientists presenting their work and
scientists in the audience at scientific meetings. To what extent are these simply clashes
of ego versus signs of extraterrestrial mind control manipulation, to use scientists as
attack dogs to suppress dissenting views, supported by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to
hinder human progress?
While there are many clashes due to strong opinions, strong personalities, and strong egos, the
hallmark of extraterrestrial mind manipulation is when the opinions being expressed or defended
have an irrational element in not being open to truly consider and weigh the evidence offered
for alternative hypotheses, but rather, a dogmatic rigidity actively excluding discourse and a true
give and take, where things are calmly and carefully and methodically weighed and considered
on their merit. When careful consideration and due respect are not given, you can be quite sure
there is a sinister motive at work designed to manipulate and prevent criticism of a view desired
by the Extraterrestrial Alliance that will in some way hinder human advancement or safety.
This happens again and again in all fields of human endeavor. There will be strong naysayers,
strong opinion leaders promoting false concepts and causes, and using available evidence that
is twisted to fit and defend their perspective, but in inappropriate ways that can often be seen
to be misguided or hollow by someone who is dispassionate, but rarely by those with conflicting
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views confronting one another. Sometimes the dissenters are simply out-shouted and give up
because it becomes more trouble and more painful than it is worth to keep fighting someone
who is misguided, but has the higher ground because they got there first through marshalling
wide support. And sometimes the dissenters are further manipulated to suppress their curiosity
and make them complacent.
A recent scientific study described in Scientific American links increased suicide rates
with global warming, showing a correlation between the environmental temperature and
the number of people taking their own lives. Is the Extraterrestrial Alliance rigging this
to happen by influencing people to harm themselves when the temperature goes up, and
actually influencing scientists to probe into it so there is a cover story?
All of the points and questions you raise are correct. This is an example of the Extraterrestrial
Alliance covering its handiwork through manipulation of scientific thinking, and those who look
into natural phenomena, and to human behavior and human dilemmas as well, to understand
them and to look for ways to help. Science attempts to achieve enlightenment lacking the
proper tools. There is no awareness by the average person that science itself, as a body of
participants, is highly manipulated and maneuvered continually to orchestrate all that happens
in the way decisions are made about what to study, how to pursue it, in what way, and for how
long. And this will predetermine the type of information that is obtained, and this will be further
subjected to mind control manipulation in how the data are processed and interpreted, and then
presented to the public and to other scientists.
There is always an overlay of manipulation and control to put a kind of bias in place and many
times a faulty conclusion, or even an opposite conclusion, is drawn about the meaning. This
is how the fields of scientific endeavor are held back year after year, decade after decade,
century after century. It is child’s play for the Extraterrestrial Alliance to complicate, confuse,
and confound scientific inquiry because the game is rigged to look for the wrong things, in the
wrong way, at the wrong time, by the wrong individuals, and then to distort all that is done with
the results themselves—to suppress them, to tell a partial story, or select a few things that fit
a preconceived idea and ignore the preponderance of evidence that may show the opposite
is true. This happens over, and over, and over again with scientists made to be complacent
through mind manipulation, thinking they are doing exactly the right thing when they, in fact, are
undermining their own work and serving the darkness in the process.
Many scientific findings are wrapped within a reference to global warming as being germane
in some respect. It is much like what is done to make a token gesture to evolution again, and
again, and again with all manner of scientific observations assigned as a consequence of
evolution, or a demonstration of something having been selected from environmental pressures,
and so on, when this is not proven nor even under study, just an assumption. That was the
genesis for the work you refer to, it was deliberately orchestrated to be conducted and to have
this perspective, and this was planted in the minds of the scientists involved by extraterrestrial
psychics.
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Crime Promotion
What percent of mass shootings and other acts of terrorism are due to extraterrestrial
consciousness commandeering and directing the actions of a person’s physical body to
carry them out?
This is fully 50% of all such crimes, big and small, occurring worldwide. Because such behavior
is illogical and felt naturally to be attributable to mental derangement, whether or not there is a
formal psychiatric diagnosis, the authorities will look no deeper for explanations and often will
end the investigation right there if there are no obvious connections to an organization involved
in such undertakings because of political extremism and so forth. If this is a lone wolf, so to
speak, who is apprehended or killed in the act of an unfolding tragedy, they will be assumed to
have become unbalanced and gave in to dark impulses impossible for the normal person to fully
comprehend, as mental illness is a mystery to this day, even to the medical establishment. But
all know the signs, symptoms, and consequences that can happen when people become out
of control, acting on dark inner thoughts and delusions that distort their thinking and may seek
drastic action to serve their inner compulsions.
This is so frequent as to be commonplace and receives little afterthought at this point because
people are so accustomed to this happening. They simply accept there are significant numbers
of demented people in the populace, so one can simply expect this to happen. This further
reinforces the conclusion that the only defense is to take away as many weapons as possible
because nothing can truly be done to affect human thinking and mental health, particularly when
people do not seek treatment, and identifying them comes too late to take any kind of preventive
action. So you can add this to the long list of crimes committed by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to
create trouble in human society and drag everyone down because of it.
What percentage of the electromagnetic, scalar, and other extraterrestrial energy attacks
directed towards humans are intended to promote aggressive human behavior?
This is difficult to put in percentages because it is something targeted for specific event
occurrences and particular tactical moves to capitalize on news events and then worsen the
aftermath. So this is something used more selectively but can be done intensively for extended
periods if it suits the Extraterrestrial Alliance to truly create a mess of things. In general, they
work to use the subliminal programming to ramp up passions. But this can be done energetically
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through manipulating the brain directly—with the proper frequency of energy to cause emotional
reactions that will not be fully understood, but will be very, very real, and seem compelling as a
motivation to do something, and this has many dangers because so many dire consequences
can take place with such a bombardment.
So this is nonetheless quite frequent, whereas the subliminal programming of information
intended to persuade and motivate people to adopt differing perspectives, is relentless and
ongoing through all sources of media and some other devices. The direction of electromagnetic
frequencies is done at intervals, but over a wide area and is somewhat more selective to fit in
with current events. So you can be sure if there is a large-scale activity of some kind involving
masses of people, there will be some component of this in the mix.
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Alien Created Racism
Can you give us an overview about the origins and mechanisms of using racial prejudice
and fear as a tool to harm human progress?
Racism is a concept introduced by extraterrestrial interlopers. They created, through genetic
manipulation of the human genome, the various races in existence today. This was not Creator’s
plan but it has created an opportunity for the extraterrestrials to capitalize on the physical
differences and attributes of the various races, to create disorder and complicate human society
by driving a wedge between the races to cause fear, suspicion, dislike, and even hatred.
People inherently are drawn to their own group of friends, their own clan, the people whom
they live with and share a community, and tend to be suspicious of outsiders until they become
better acquainted. This is hard-won experience through the centuries when the appearance
of foreigners was often a war party consisting of marauders or an invading army, intent on
destruction and theft of property along with the taking of slaves as trophies. Such horrendous
experiences harden people to expect the worst of outsiders, anyone who is outside the clan.
When people are separated geographically who also have physical differences setting them
apart, it is all the more straightforward to create circumstances to arouse suspicion and mistrust
and animosity. This is still true today and is on display on a regular basis with the tension
between nation states who are chronically poised to take military action against one another
as a reprisal for perceived overstepping of boundaries or other wrongdoing. This is simply an
extension of the idea of creating divisions and warring factions. This is the main strategy of
the interlopers and it is being applied on all levels of society with the battle of the sexes, the
tensions among generations based on age, differences in ethnic background, national origin,
and of course, race, the subject of discussion here. All have been and are being used to create
divisions, ramp up tension and stress, and create conflict and if possible, chaos in society.
The overall scheme of the interlopers is to drag down humanity in as many ways as can be
arranged, and there is no better or more tried-and-true strategy than to induce humans to fight
one another over perceived wrongdoing. Racist ideas are inculcated by a subliminal mind
control manipulation to create suspicion, doubts about motives, character, trustworthiness,
and reliability. This is directed at both black and white members of society, and members of
other races as well, in as many ways as are practical, based on historical circumstances. Old
grievances are perpetuated, new grievances are created as frequently as possible, to add to the
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bad blood. This is why racism does not simply fade away, even though it is illogical and goes
against the inherent nature of the divine human.
But keep in mind this is a strategy of the interlopers who are sociopaths, and they know how to
manipulate human feelings and opinions. Human beings are love-based, but also vulnerable
and will feel keenly, being disparaged, being disliked, being dishonored, and will want to create
a backlash to counter the efforts directed at them and may well carry out acts of physical
violence to defend their honor. The fact that this happens with regularity does not mean it is a
human characteristic per se, only that people can be manipulated to carry out such acts and
are therefore vulnerable to being manipulated and losing self-control in developing extremes of
emotion, even directed in an irrational way towards a perceived adversary.
Both blacks, and whites in particular, are heavily manipulated to reinforce prejudice against one
another for all sorts of things that have historically been believed, and new things added along
with shifts in cultural norms to keep the game going despite a greater level of sophistication
in today’s world. Even with all the manipulation done, humans still maintain enough inner
alignment, through the power of free will, the good judgment to rein in their prejudices most
of the time to do what is right in giving people the benefit of the doubt, and offering common
courtesy, with basic acceptance and fair treatment. Many times, things will go well and even
friendships develop over time that transcend prior difficulties and create quite a barrier to
rekindling the old fears and animosities, because people through direct experience have
outlived the usefulness of old prejudiced ideas. When that happens, the interlopers must find
new talking points and potential grievances to stir up trouble. But this is not difficult when it is
done covertly and people are simply not aware they are under attack and being manipulated.
And there can be many misunderstandings generated, as well as more overt acts of being
inconsiderate, disrespectful, neglectful, that will start inner suspicions going. And this can feed
old inner beliefs that are, in effect, dormant, to be ramped up with emotion behind them and
then things deteriorate.
This is what you face in today’s world, the legacy of mind control programming to create
many hair triggers on racial questions that can set off renewed friction, with the consequential
development of suspicion, mistrust, resentment, and eventually hatred, if no attempts are made
to stop the progression. So what is systemic is a bias in thinking that is present within all races
about many differing issues and perspectives that create perfect conditions for generating
misunderstandings and conflicts, and fit together like a hand in glove to create a path to a war
between the races. As such, it is entirely artificial. People are being duped, and if they give in
to their impulses with any kind of perceived racial discrimination, this will light a fuse that may
be unstoppable in escalating things to a very serious level with many dire consequences for the
progress of humanity. It is time for humanity to take a close hard look at how people have been
manipulated on the issue of race and what this has done to create the current circumstances of
hatred and mistrust that are frequently escalating into acts of civil unrest and violence. No good
will come of it. That is exactly what is intended to happen. The interlopers are celebrating your
self-destruction.
Because hate crimes are more likely than not being orchestrated by collusion between
dark spirit meddlers and the Extraterrestrial Alliance, setting up the perpetrators
or victims as the case may be, are representatives of the media reporting the news
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manipulated to see the worst in what happens and fan the flames of prejudice and
division, even as they promote their righteous stance in seemingly seeking the truth? Is
their role making things worse?
This is a total orchestration from first to last. Indeed, the vestiges of karma from racist
perspectives and the period of slavery in history has left its mark on humanity for all those
participating. That does not mean they will live the reality in a full sense by doing the actual
practice. Karma is an influence—not a total redirection and subjugation of behavior. It will
dissipate as people move beyond the old ways with new fresh perspectives coming in to new
incarnations. It is the natural way of things that the old tendencies, habits, cultural trappings will
fade because they are only residing in the akashic records and no longer present in the actual
conduct of people in the current culture.
When racial sensitivities become an issue, it is in part because of the karmic legacy, much in
the way one can touch a nerve to bring up an old hurt or grievance deep within the being. This
can happen because the deep subconscious mind will look at the akashic records and will be
aware of past difficulties stemming from racial prejudice. That need not be a central element
in the current life, but a preoccupation with this can make it so. This the press does mightily
to keep the issue of race front and center day, after day, after day—that has quite a negative
influence on things because it triggers all with that karmic history to be on edge, to fear what
might happen again, or to regret past mistakes and evil deeds. This does not help with healing,
it inflames the wounds that are unhealed still and is an entirely orchestrated phenomenon.
The press is notorious for demanding novelty and especially wanting to see direct displays that
create a spectacle. That is why accident scenes are always prominently shown—they have the
visual as well as the visceral elements on display for all to see. The idea of racism and prejudice
is a hot button for many, many people, but unless it is overtly displayed, becomes more
innuendo and supposition. Normally the media will shun anyone with conjectures and not hard
facts—that is their training and their normal mode of operation. When the normal safeguards
are suspended and a lack of rigor becomes the norm, you can be sure this is because of
manipulation to cause this.
The media are in the grip of the Extraterrestrial Alliance subconscious programming to make
them complicit in promoting racism as a living legacy and scourge needing to be eradicated with
the implication all must be targeted who show a whiff of prejudice as being an evil that must be
rooted out. This serves the interlopers because it creates great tension and turmoil in society,
causing many people to do battle with one another and not with the true source of evil in the
world.
Are these causal factors of karma and subconscious programming involved with other
prejudices, like sexism, social class, ethnicity, etc?
This is very much the case. The Extraterrestrial Alliance, as well as the dark spirits, all through
history have used every potential source of uncertainty, doubt, fear, etc., as a bone of contention
to create divisions among people, to create warring camps opposing one another, often for no
good reason other than there is a difference, and each group views the other with suspicion.
Once the divisions are created, the attitudes and the consequences become a self-fulfilling
prophecy, as groups viewed with suspicion will react in kind and then will seem to be a threat.
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And this plays out into reality at some point when people mistrust one another and may well
want to cause harm proactively, making an offensive move of some kind that is perceived as the
best defense. And then this gets a feud going and perpetuates the idea “that group cannot be
trusted, it is in fact an enemy.”
These feuds can go on for centuries, with minimal reinforcement to keep the fires stoked at
intervals. This, the Extraterrestrial Alliance and the dark spirits are quite adept at doing. They
read your karma like a book, and in surveying the akashic records, they know where you’ve
been, what you’ve done, what you’ve thought, who you have been as an individual, and what
was done to you, and for what reasons. So they will find those individuals involved with being
victimized or victimizing others on the basis of any attribute that sets them, in some way,
apart from others in their makeup. And these groups are turned against one another through
manipulation. This is done for the gender groupings, as well as ethnicity, and politics, and
religions, and so on. So over time, many such pursuits and perspectives become a bone of
contention that leads to doubt and fear when a representative of those values or ideologies is
encountered. This is an old game and continues to work quite effectively to sow discord among
humanity.
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Health Care Interference
Do the use of chemical additives like chlorine and fluoride pose significant health risks
despite what many authorities say?
There are public policies that are misguided and will be difficult to overturn as this battle has
been waged for many decades now with respect to fluoride. Chlorine and fluoride both are
harmful and have long-term negative health consequences from ingestion. It is simply taking a
toxic substance at levels not immediately lethal and assuming lifelong exposure will not result in
cumulative damage. Unfortunately, the latter is exactly what takes place, and the consequences
to the body can be profound and quite severe. These are not only misguided policies but
deliberate intentions promoted through the Extraterrestrial Alliance to take useful properties
such as reducing levels of microbes in the water supply in the case of chlorine, and introducing
fluoride as a known preventive of tooth decay, assuming this is doing a good deed and leads
to healthier citizenry and a lower health cost burden. These were done without knowing the
longterm effects on health and well-being, because these kinds of studies are too daunting and
not considered worthy of the money by those who would block this politically, in any event, in
order to keep the clandestine plans in place. This has been allowed to continue for generations
now and is indeed taking a toll on human life.
Were key proponents of using low-fat diets rich in carbohydrates to prevent heart
disease, manipulated to make them vitriolic, highly biased, and dismissive opponents
of alternate views, through mind control by the Extraterrestrial Alliance with the goal of
undermining human health and well-being?
This is very much the case and you found it quite striking in reading the book recounting the
history of the healthcare industry and its strange tendency to make pronouncements based on
little evidence and defend them savagely, which is certainly quite unscientific conduct, but yet
happens again and again across all fields of science on a regular basis. This was very much a
deliberate plan of the Extraterrestrial Alliance to misdirect humans in this fashion to cause them
to follow self-destructive dietary practices, and is one of many ways they undermine people to
drag them down, weaken them, and shorten their lives.
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With so much prior association between sugar intake and deadly diseases, known now
for centuries but not widely accepted, can we assume there has been heavy mind control
manipulation of the medical establishment and nutritionists, as well as the public, to
misdirect attention away from investigating the likelihood of a causal relationship?
This is very much the case, and you have seen the footprints all over the story of nutritional
guidance being faulty and compounding the problem of well-being under attack by having
multiple harmful suggestions going at once. So the denial of saturated fat in the diet, which is a
dietary essential ingredient and leads to health problems when minimizing fat and protein, things
are worsened by the inevitable substitution of a high carbohydrate complement in order to make
up for the lost calories. And this inevitably increases the sugar load, which is a true danger and
causes multiple health problems that can be fatal. So the two go hand in hand to worsen things
through a synergy, and the morbidity and mortality have escalated over time with the greater
and greater number of individuals following such advice for extended periods of time. This is
entirely sinister and designed to assist with killing off the human population. That is truly what
is happening, and the true agenda behind it being orchestrated through manipulation of opinion
leaders and all of the professionals rendering scientific opinions and dietary recommendations
within government agencies as well as the medical establishment.
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Accidents and Lifestyle Degradation
Was the loss at sea of the great ship, the Titanic, caused by the Extraterrestrial Alliance
arranging collision with an iceberg as a way to mock human pride in their achievement?
This is very true, as we have told you before, and was done for exactly those reasons. It was
simply to be a slap in the face, to humble humans, and make them fear innovation and moving
forward aggressively with new technologies not yet proven. And this indeed created quite a
setback both emotionally as well as practically speaking in terms of politics, planning, and the
setting of expectations. This was foreseen and the reason they took this action—it was simply
too great a chance to pass up to see humans fall flat on their face yet again as they do this over,
and over, and over with every meaningful human achievement of greater capability. They will
look for ways to spoil the party, and create a downside if at all possible, and will often participate
and undermine things all along the way.
This is how the advances in technology come to exist with built-in hazards—using toxic
materials and harmful energies for their operation so the inadvertent and unavoidable exposure
to humans causes unforeseen health problems. These, and many other examples, show the
care and degree of sophistication and emphasis given to causing harm across the board. So
they will do everything they can to see that harmful substances are used for cooking and for
preparation of processed foods, and in every part of the agricultural operation from fertilizer,
materials for feeding and treating livestock, for pest control, for preservation of the food, and
from all of the mechanical steps in harvesting, extracting, cleaning, and preparing it. They
ensure the blending of food with all of the added materials that may inherently be toxic—to
assist in the processing and obtaining suitable shelf life under practical storage conditions
requiring, as it does, chemical additives; as well as things done to change physical properties
that are desirable, and colorants, and various additional materials to alter and enhance flavor.
It takes relatively little effort to see to this while using mind control manipulation to dull curiosity,
prevent detailed scrutiny of the undertaking, and make everyone involved complacent so they
do not worry about long-term consequences, and will continue compounding basic problems
over and over even as signs of trouble appear. This shows the level of depravity of those who
truly run things from behind the scenes.
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What percent of traffic accidents are caused by spirit meddler attachments in people
distracting their host on purpose to cause harm?
This is approximately 30% of accidents that are caused by spirit meddler attachments in the
driver seeking to distract them at a key moment and cause mayhem. This, they have learned,
creates havoc of all sorts and is a convenient way to not only cause mischief but generate more
emotional anguish they can tap as energy for themselves. This is indeed their nature—to gain at
the expense of their host. Anything that drags people down, they consider a win for their side.
Does the Extraterrestrial Alliance contribute to snarling traffic? If so, how is that
orchestrated?
This, in fact, is done as a routine to the extent they encourage and assist the spirit meddlers.
You already know that spirit meddler attachments are a very significant contributor to auto
accidents by manipulating their host to distract them from within at key moments where
inattention gets them into trouble and then there may be a collision. This is a beautiful way to
cause traffic jams and long backups that not only reduce human productivity through lost time
at work, and so forth, but also add greatly to daily stress. And this takes a toll on the health
and well-being over a longer period of time to worsen things and even shorten the lifespan.
There can also be an orchestration of events more directly through subliminal programming to
cause people to converge on certain areas, and use certain roads simultaneously, and this will
inevitably produce a logjam that can tie traffic up for hours. It is one of many ways they darken
the human experience and while it may seem petty, the effects are quite real both in terms of
lost revenue and the cumulative damage to people with significant suffering following years of
extra stress due to this cause.
Is there an ulterior motive behind the growing promotion of “toxic masculinity” as a
scourge to be dealt with, in addition to the natural rebound in reaction to prior ages of
male domination?
This indeed is sinister and not simply because it is a blow against male interests in the ongoing
battle of the sexes, but rather a shot across the bow to the discerning eye watching for signs
of manipulation by the usual suspects—dark spirits and extraterrestrials—who do mischief and
more on a constant basis to undermine human culture and progress. The concern of women is
understandable when preyed on so often by men and treated disrespectfully as sexual objects.
This is a cultural training that is a legacy of past disconnection and indifference to feminine
feelings on the part of males, but is constantly improving. So to have a bold excoriation of
maleness with a prejudicial label like “toxic masculinity” is discriminatory and demeaning—an
exaggeration that can cause a dangerous overreaction that will be followed by a backlash
as well. This will not help the war of the sexes or advance the feminine cause if it ends up
alienating males and prejudicing females against them in the bargain. This is a prescription
to continue the war, not to heal old wounds and bring everyone together to achieve a unity
of sharing and expression. The latter would be a divine solution. This moves in the opposite
direction, and is no accident because the very idea, and its timing, and the way it is being
orchestrated, are aided and abetted by the Extraterrestrial Alliance through various leaders with
positions of authority, and with organizations championing the cause of women’s rights, who are
being manipulated as well.
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This is an exaggerated description of problems that continue to occur to some degree on a
worldwide basis. But keep in mind that the very conduct itself is being orchestrated by the
Extraterrestrial Alliance in the first place. So all of this is a merry chase to create perpetrators
and victims and then counterpunching perpetrators and victims as well. It is like being in an
echo chamber where an attack will bounce from place to place leaving victims in its wake.
And none escape in the end, because all become tainted by the negativity that will reach
them inevitably. This is the consequence of prejudice no matter what form it takes in its target,
whether race, gender, politics, or religious convictions, it is a tried-and-true mechanism for
mayhem. And those who fall prey to radical ideas are all puppets of the Extraterrestrial Alliance,
because reasonable people who exhibit calm, centered, rational, and balanced thinking, and
appreciate the future consequences of things they do, will more likely be in spiritual alignment
and less susceptible to extremes of behavior and emotion being generated via the schemes of
the interlopers.
So you can be sure that there is something sinister behind all radical movements. It is not
that all their ideas and thinking are faulty, it is the execution, it is the extreme nature of the
implementation, and the manner in which they espouse their cause, that is the hallmark. There
is a more sinister origin behind what is happening these days. One rarely sees reasonable
people coming together to talk calmly and discuss or debate important ideas with the aim of
reaching a working consensus, even though compromise may be required. While this can
happen, and does on occasion, it is not the typical course of events but rather the opposite.
People become attackers and challenge, confront, bully, and condemn those with opposite
viewpoints. So things deteriorate into a shouting match, to obstructionism, to prevent people
from speaking, to prevent access to events by those with differing opinions, and to descend
many times into a shouting match leading to a pushing and shoving match. And then the
violence may worsen from there, even requiring police action to restore order. There may well
be casualties, people injured or even killed under many circumstances, when passions are
ramped up to an excess level. This too, is the hallmark of Extraterrestrial Alliance in action, to
gin things up, to create a state of unease that demands action in some way, and pushes people
beyond their normal constraints to act in ways they would not ordinarily.
So these pejorative terms, whether related to politics, religion, gender, or other human behaviors
and characteristics, are a calling card. It is the extreme ideas that are in a vibrational alignment
with the negativity of extraterrestrials and how they view human. In this way, those who fight
other humans are enacting the depravity of their puppet masters and, in effect, are surrogates,
but it is the human who bleeds and may, in fact, die as a consequence when things get out of
control.
The most recent data from the Centers for Disease Control show suicide rates for
farmers, ranchers, and agricultural managers as a group being first and third in 2012 and
2015, respectively, compared to other occupations. Are people in charge of food crop
production being targeted to undermine them more intensively by the Extraterrestrial
Alliance in their efforts to pressure humanity?
This is very much the case. There is mind control manipulation done of all human beings
through subliminal messaging coming through the electronic devices such as television,
radio, recorded music, and the Internet. When the messages to perturb people are further
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accompanied by natural disasters wreaking chaos so the major variable in agricultural work
becomes highly unpredictable, this is a prescription for living a highly stressful life and to
invite overwhelming negative consequences for emotional health. There is a lack of control
and stability in people’s lives due to this widely varying climate manipulation. In addition, such
individuals are given customized mind control manipulation to ramp up their fear, and this makes
life unpleasant to begin with, and doubly so when a real threat comes along in the form of a bout
of horrible weather, whether natural or artificially induced.
Year after year living under these circumstances will take a toll and that is the reason for people
reaching a breaking point and succumbing to their overwhelm by seeking a way out. This too, is
programmed by the Extraterrestrial Alliance using mind control manipulation to plant the seeds
and encourage those in despair to end things and escape, knowing it will spread the devastating
consequences more widely, not only to relatives and friends but others in like circumstances and
will cast a pall of gloom over many lives. And that is the goal—human suffering and loss of life.
A viewer asks: “Are there widespread harmful effects involving environmental energies
from the mass communication technologies?”
This, in fact, is widespread involving every human being, and the reason is there is a sensitivity
to electromagnetic frequencies in the environment, primarily, that are the cause of this. Some
is targeted and focused to cause mayhem for particular targeted individuals of high interest
to the Extraterrestrial Alliance, needing to be subdued or impaired to take them out of action,
so to speak. But the general population is subjected to many environmental insults that cause
genetic perturbation. This happens with many of the electromagnetic energies attendant to uses
of technology. This includes the house wiring with alternating current as well as the cell phone
emanations of microwave frequencies. All are designed to cause harm and this is a primary
means of doing so. This genetic alteration builds through time and erodes function bit by bit.
This tips the balance into causing defects on many levels and eventually in taking a toll on repair
mechanisms, primarily. There will be a point of no return when the problems mount and then
cannot be readjusted to regain homeostatic balance within a normal range. At that point, the
consequences will become more and more noticeable as symptoms of illness or aging appear,
and there will not be a discernible cause or explanation, nor will there be a feasible treatment.
It is too vague and nonspecific, and beyond the reach of medical science at this point. All such
damage can be undone through the Lightworker Healing Protocol, and all of these influences
are currently included within the Protocol. So this gives more definition to why those energies
are so destructive, and why this is a cumulative process but can be surmounted.
Is the Extraterrestrial Alliance working to trigger a war between the U.S. and China, with
Iran, or both?
Both are possibilities and you are not done with North Korea yet either. There is a three-way
race underway to keep friction going with many plans to increase tensions, disaffections, points
of disagreement that can be a flashpoint to get hostilities going. There are many scenarios,
including false flag operations, to be blamed on a foreign government but truly done by the
Extraterrestrial Alliance as through the Mercenary Army Program. So there can be many things
happening to create misunderstandings and misinterpretations that can be sold to the voters as
an insult or grave danger that must be met with military force. This happens again and again. It
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is the whole rationale for the so-called War on Terror that was ginned up by the Extraterrestrial
Alliance as was true for all of the military misadventures through the Middle East over the last
two decades. They see a widescale war with the current superpowers as a grand softening up
gesture to further demoralize and deplete humanity as well as a further culling of the herd, so
to speak, and will work in earnest to bring this into reality unless humans are smart enough
to turn to the divine for help. It can be prevented but only through divine intervention. Human
governments are under the control of the Extraterrestrial Alliance. That is the sad reality you
face. There cannot be political solutions here—it is far too late.
Was the smallpox virus introduced by extraterrestrials to undermine humanity?
As we have indicated to you, this is quite true and parallels the many other deadly pathogens,
all of which are foreign to the Earth and introduced specifically by extraterrestrial interlopers to
wreak havoc.
Was the polio virus that ravaged young people in particular, introduced by
extraterrestrials to undermine humanity?
This is a perfect example of a virus that was repurposed and re-engineered by extraterrestrials
to have devastating consequences, and this was true of smallpox as well. The problems
posed by the microbial realm with the many deadly pathogens that can be quite devastating,
particularly when highly contagious, are extraterrestrial in origin across the board. And this
parallels quite closely the story with natural disasters. Many deadly adversaries are present in
the environment and taken for granted as being natural when the plan of Creator for the world
of divine human was to be a gentle and loving world in which there was no place for a deadly
adversary of any kind. Earth was configured as a benevolent and loving nest to house human
culture and to be an enjoyable, inspiring, and joyous environment. There is no place in this
picture for deadly disease germs that can wipe out thousands to millions of humans who die
with great suffering, or whose lives are taken through violent upheavals in the environment
through severe weather or instability of the Earth’s crust, and so on. Such happenings are
not part of the original configuration of Gaia and the biosphere it contains. They are artificially
induced sources of destruction done by extraterrestrials and their higher technology, to drag
down humanity and allow the extraterrestrials to feel victorious as conquerors.
The World Health Organization and The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) planning for pandemics has previously reserved lockdowns of economic activity
only for the most severe of pathogens. Category 1 represents an ordinary flu season with
up to 90,000 deaths, and Category 2 causing 90,000-450,000 deaths, so COVID-19 would
be classified currently as Category 2. The CDC said for Category 2 and 3 pandemics,
governments should consider school closures of less than 4 weeks, along with moderate
efforts to reduce adult social contacts, such as by encouraging telecommuting. Why
have there been widespread and prolonged lockdowns of schools and businesses which
have become indefinite in some states?
The reason for these more draconian measures is that the Extraterrestrial Alliance is using
politics and the media to catastrophize this pandemic and raise the fear level as well as
program people through subliminal messaging to believe lockdowns are the answer. This is
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routine strategic manipulation by the interlopers to shape political discourse, social policy, and
personal beliefs and feelings, to sometimes unite in a common cause even though it is a folly of
some sort, or to clash through creating differences that are irreconcilable. And this may lead to
demonstrations, riots, and a ramping up of passions along with prejudiced thinking, depending
on the desired outcome.
As we told you at the outset of the pandemic, the main objective was to cause a financial
collapse, not so much killing large numbers of people. For the economic consequences to be
greatest there needs to be imposition of many constraints and hindrances on human movement
and ability to gather, so mandating lockdowns so there can be no public access to schools and
businesses causes a catastrophic economic collapse to be sure. Many millions of people have
lost their livelihoods, so things are far from normal and many will never recover. The data as well
clearly show that with the current viral disease, the death toll and degree of suffering are much
more a product of the lockdown and its negative effects than caused by the virus itself. There is
something deeply wrong with this picture when the evidence is blithely ignored by mainstream
thinkers, institutions, and government officials charged with constructing and enforcing public
hygiene guidelines. So the reason for all of the disparities is that this is orchestrated to happen,
and things will not change until the interlopers relax their grip on your minds to allow changes in
policy for enough of the population to allow normal human interactions to take place once again
on a large enough scale.
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Alien Secret Space Program
(Mercenary Army Program)
A viewer asks: “Is the use of the Mercenary Army Program (also known as the Secret
Space Program) abductees increasing, in what we would consider geopolitical warfare,
as opposed to what many would consider exopolitical warfare?”
This organization has value to the interlopers on many levels. This has been true throughout
history. There have been many humans all through recorded historical eras who have been coopted and, through manipulation, been usable as minions to serve the extraterrestrial agenda.
This ranges from slaves in mines, in factories, in agricultural work; to servants in deployment of
propaganda, carrying out selective missions to do sabotage, to do targeted killings, and to serve
as a sort of palace guard. Each is thoroughly and totally controllable through mind manipulation
to be loyal, to be incorruptible and to do their work unfailingly, unflinchingly, including the
killing of other human beings on command. This is routine. It is nothing new. The advent of
more advanced human technology creates the need for comparable forms of extraterrestrial
surrogates, or a kind of mercenary complement, to use humans to do their dirty work. This
takes the extraterrestrials away from the action, where they are at no risk whatsoever. They
can send their human guardians forth to carry out mischief and worse, while not exposing
themselves whatsoever to human awareness or reprisals. It will simply be something done
by humans to humans, and will be accepted as unpleasant and unexpected perhaps, but
nothing extraordinary, when the reality is far from ordinary. This is not human engineered, and
orchestrated, and implemented activity at all—it is extraterrestrially orchestrated, organized,
engineered, and using humans as a weaponized biological puppet and a mercenary warrior—to
do the most horrendous of tasks in service to the Extraterrestrial Alliance in working against
humanity.
What is different today, from a generation ago, is that a decision has been made by the
extraterrestrials to trim back their involvement with human, and end the enterprise altogether.
This changes everything because now it is not just a question of being toyed with, manipulated,
suppressed, misled, and misdirected, with an ongoing suppression and manipulation for the
amusement of the interlopers and their personal gain in various ways. It is now a question of
whether humans will or will not survive. The so-called Secret Space Program, which is truly a
Mercenary Army Program, as has always been the case, has special value now and a special
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role to play for that possibility. The number of recruits has been greatly increased, so there will
be a huge number of human warriors for this purpose, to carry out mass annihilation of humanity
without hesitation.
This they do already on a small scale. This is one of the training exercises for all recruits, to
take them through a series of graphic and grizzly tasks to test their ability to be fully controllable
with complete suppression of their own morality, and their own sensibilities. So they will then be
unhesitating and able to let go of any recollection of what they have done personally, in carrying
out a heinous act against harmless civilians, for example. This preparation has paid off because
they have a quite large army available and, in addition, are making countless human clones for
the lower-level military tasks, and to be a complete police squadron to mop up any hold-outs,
any pockets of resistance that might be left. And they are completely expendable because they
are soulless, robotic beings of human biology and have no other value than to be an expendable
weapon. This is what humanity is facing and the legacy of this program.
So keep this in mind when you hear increasing talk and excitement about the whistleblowers
from the Secret Space Program offering a new partnership with benevolent extraterrestrials
who want to help humanity, help by sharing advanced technology to overcome lifelong historical
problems of inadequate energy without pollution, and advanced care for people in need, and
so on. This will be the further undoing of humanity because it is all a sham. It is to throw people
off guard and to make them accept the idea of extraterrestrials having greater say and greater
control of human culture.
It has been claimed that the representatives of an extraterrestrial race have met
physically with at least one human secret space program experiencer to promote their
message for humanity, which is essentially the golden rule, that we need to become more
in service to others, raise our consciousness, and forgive ourselves and others. What
can possibly be wrong with this?
The message of love and charitable kindness is divine and well-intentioned and has nothing
wrong, per se. The difficulty we see in such representation is that it is coming about through
manipulation and misrepresentation of the true origin of the messenger. The extraterrestrials
who interact with humans directly in the physical sense, are all working against humanity.
There are no good ETs and bad ETs as far as earth plane is concerned. All are bad, all are
serving darkness, and all have designs on the planet and wish ultimately to eliminate humanity
altogether. This is what you are facing and why your choice is so important to align with the
divine realm. We have the only power available to you to make the difference needed here, to
push the interlopers out once and for all, so you can prevail and you can heal and return to a
light being mode.
Once again, the individuals who have such experiences are subjected to heavy mind control
manipulation to believe they are serving humanity, and are on the side of good, and are being
selected for a special place as a leader, all of which serves the ego and is a corruption, for the
message is false. The beings involved are simulations and are not true in their appearance.
There are Reptilian shape-shifters who can take the appearance and demeanor of any type of
being and create a perfect simulation of an extraterrestrial race appearing on the scene, and
offering to be of assistance. And the story is being developed here, with disclosure, to create a
false reliance on extraterrestrials to be of assistance to humanity.
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This has great appeal, and the reinforcement is being arranged at this very moment through all
of the discord happening throughout the planet in every sector of society, in almost every nation.
The civil unrest, the combat, the actual wars, the acts of terrorism, the levels of crime, all are
contributing confusion, disaffection, and creating the appearance of chaos and helplessness
on the part of human to run their own affairs. This is a setup that will be used to promote the
socalled benevolent extraterrestrial who will step forward offering to help and they will point to
the more evil extraterrestrials as the enemy, and that we need them to save the day.
The reality is they are all collaborating together and all are working against humanity. If we give
them the key to the kingdom it will be the undoing of humanity. This is what is at stake and it is
time to be forthright here even though this will be a very painful message to the true believers
in Disclosure. But things must come out into the open and the reality must be faced. All who
embrace this plan will not only be helping the darkness but aligning with the karmic burden that
will result. This will have tremendous negative consequences for all involved in supporting such
a notion.
So we are not saying to cause harm to anyone. We are only saying be cautious. Listen to your
heart. And invite the divine realm to help guide humanity. That is a simple step you can take.
And that can be enough to help things be sorted out and for the light to prevail. We do not want
discord. We do not want warfare. We do not want killing. We do not want reprisals. We do not
want people fighting with one another, making enemies and harboring grudges and resentment.
We know these are very strong human traits and traps for the unwary, and almost avoidable for
those with high stakes in the game. But this must be worked through.
So we will do our best to support all who line up with love and light. But please know that love
thy neighbor is not enough. When the extraterrestrials get going and bring human destruction on
a massive scale, loving thy neighbor will not be enough. You need divine help. And this can be
avoided through simply taking sides now to include the light in your plans and intention. It is that
simple.
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Annihilation of Humanity and Dangers
of the Disclosure Movement
A viewer asks: “I have been thinking about the meaning of the “four horsemen of the
apocalypse” in the Book of Revelation in the Bible. Is this a reference to the four races
of extraterrestrials who have been harassing humanity? We have been told that these
predictions can be averted if enough humans turn to Creator and ask for assistance in
healing these interlopers. Is this a correct interpretation of this prophecy?”
This indeed is accurate. You are providing the key interpretation in linking this ancient prophecy
to the events of today. You indeed are in the end times, not that things will end with certainty, but
that an ending is possible. To know who wants to see this happen, how they are manipulating
you to weaken you, and how they will move forward to implement their dark plans, are central
in responding effectively to the threat at hand and turning the tide in time to prevent that dark
eventuality. People need to be awakened to the truth of things, that they are in the crosshairs
and being lined up as sitting ducks to be mowed down by the Extraterrestrial Alliance.
This symbolic prophecy does have true meaning for today. This eventuality has been a real
possibility all the way along, and in fact has been forestalled again and again by the divine
realm to redirect things, to misdirect your opposition, and stay their hand, for a time at least,
while you are receiving some assistance and some strengthening as well, with the hope it will
be enough for human to begin to take charge and do what is needed to turn the tide yourselves.
Divine inspiration is allowed under the rules of engagement. This you have been receiving, and
the many lightworkers among you are pointing to the truth of things and sounding the alarm in
various ways, that evil is at hand. The problem is few are listening, few have open minds and
open ears, but that does not mean you cannot try to reach them. It is your only hope, to awaken
enough people to line up with you and request assistance from the divine, to heal the interlopers
so they will withdraw and allow you to heal at long last.
We offer prophetic visions like this to people because they are ill-defined and too abstract to be
forceful and effective. We can hint at things only, and that is the reason prophecy of a true sort
will always be indirect and likely symbolic, a metaphorical description but not a literal explicit
one. That would be leading, to come and spill the beans and give you the cast of characters,
the whys and wherefores, and tell you what to do. This would undercut your authority and your
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rescue and deliverance, while beneficial, would at the same time disempower you further. And
so, the change for the better would not be your doing but ours, and you would gain no real
credit or growth in that happening. The test of you is to awaken within yourself and help others
awaken in sufficient numbers to know what is needed, at least in the general outlines, and to
take action in requesting divine help. That is not so very difficult but will require belief. This is
what you lack as a people, because your faith has been eroded through the years and you’ve
been subjected to relentless programming to diminish belief, all of which works against you.
Reaching out to the divine means first accepting and believing in the divine, otherwise the
outreach will be meaningless if done in a halfhearted way with little belief in its reality and in the
possibility of being acted on with any degree of certainty, and if coupled with lack of belief in the
worthiness of the self to be rescued in this way, you will certainly be doomed. So even though
the solution can be simply described and, indeed, is simple in its execution, it does require being
in alignment and if one is not, there may be a considerable time needed to cultivate greater
belief in order to be an effective spokesperson on behalf of humanity to elicit the help you need.
This is yours to see to. We can only do so much here. That is why winning will be credited to
you even though we do most of the work, it still must be at your strong and steady request, and
that alone requires you to be in divine alignment and worthy.
Is the planned annihilation of humanity by the Extraterrestrial Alliance to be a very
precise, very surgical culling of humans while preserving as much animal and plant life
as possible?
It is surgical only to the extent humans are the target. So the actions taken will be focused
on them entirely. There will be collateral damage as well on wildlife. This is of no concern to
the extraterrestrials. There are many sources of creatures in the universe that can be used to
populate a planet if that is desired. Keep in mind these beings have no real appreciation for the
wonders of life and do not value animals any more than human, except as a potential source of
food. They do not take appreciation in the beauties of nature because they are loveless beings,
and that fine appreciation is an aspect of love and love energy.
Will the Secret Space Program mercenaries be the “boots on the ground” while the
technology used to locate, round up and root out humanity will be predominantly
manufactured by and utilized by the Greys who expect to do what’s needed from the
safety of cloaked ships?
This is a correct scenario in some respects. The plan is to use the Secret Space Program
mercenaries as the point of the spear and will be the initial warrior force brought to bear on
human population centers for mass extermination. This will involve as well, environmental
destruction through the usual capabilities that the extraterrestrials command, to cause violent
upheavals in the planet and its weather. So they can use these as a further means to render
humans helpless with respect to the normal protective agencies and military units. As we have
said before, the Anunnaki are essentially cowards and look to others to carry out their dirty
work. The mopping up operation to carry things to the final conclusion will be done by an army
of human clones. It is these that are being contributed by the Arcturian Greys, and they will be
deployed accordingly by the Greys into the field to carry out their duties and mission to finalize
human destruction. As a separate activity, they will be acquiring and sequestering those humans
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of personal interest to them for their hybrid optimization program. And those humans will be
moved into underground shelters for the time being, and essentially enslaved to serve out this
function, to be, in effect, laboratory animals for their genetics program.
How long does the Extraterrestrial Alliance expect the entire human annihilation
operation to take, assuming everything goes according to their plans?
This entire operation can take place and be completed within months. That is because of the
power of their technology, which is Anunnaki, and not from the alien Greys but may be used by
them on occasion. They are the transport arm for bringing materiel and warriors into position
and for sequestration of the human guinea pigs for further alien Grey research.
Will the Secret Space Program membership be disposed of once they have carried
out their annihilation duties, or will they be needed to police a core breeding stock of
humans to continue to serve the alien Grey breeding program?
There will be a few who are preserved more or less as low-level officers in charge of groups of
human clones who will do the large portion of guard duty and further annihilations as needed.
But most of the Secret Space Program membership will themselves be exterminated when
humanity has been taken care of.
You have told us that if the Extraterrestrial Alliance comes forward publicly, the
longawaited expectation and goal of the Disclosure Movement, that humanity will be lost.
Can you explain why this is so? Why will it be harder to heal the interlopers if they begin
working more out in the open?
This is simply a contest between energies of acceptance or being non-committal and not
contributing to the problem. In the case of the many today who are currently asleep and
being subjugated to not think about extraterrestrials or accept their existence, under those
circumstances it is much, much easier for the divine realm to use prayers for human safety and
protection to counteract the effects of interlopers about whom the average citizen knows nothing
and has no desire to interact with them, let alone support their efforts in any way. Under such
circumstances, the small number of humans who are awake and aware of the extraterrestrial
presence being sinister can work together to get much effective divine support to limit the
extraterrestrial influence, because even though most people are still asleep, they are not fighting
the idea that humans need help and even to be rescued from potential annihilation.
This will change with the disclosure bringing into the open the existence of the extraterrestrial
presence. If done artfully and it persuades and convinces people to support the extraterrestrial
initiative to be a greater force—ostensibly for good, but a greater force nonetheless, with an
increasing role and responsibility to shepherd humanity forward. If many people believe the lies
and want the extraterrestrials to have more authority and feel personally this is a good thing and
want them to have a role in society, this will create a much larger constraint on what the divine
realm can do because humans, through free will, are in charge of the world. If they believe the
ETs are here to help, the divine realm must allow this to play out unopposed because humans
want that to happen. Even though it is done in ignorance, human desires and intentions must
always be honored. That is the agreement we have with humanity, that they will run their world
themselves and the divine will not intrude unless invited specifically to have a certain role. That
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is why so much is at stake on whether the Disclosure Movement proceeds—it will potentially
shift greatly, the energies to support the darkness and that is why it will be the undoing of
humanity if the extraterrestrial menace cannot be explained to warn people what is truly at
stake.
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Saving Humanity
Is it possible for a Creator’s plan to fail? Or is it by definition predestined because it is
Creator’s plan?
It is very possible for Creator’s plan to fail. Creator has had many plans that have failed and,
in fact, the entire enterprise of humanity can fail. That is what is at stake this very moment.
Will humanity prevail and continue on—growing, learning, expanding, and returning to spiritual
alignment once again, having been corrupted and oppressed and subjugated for many centuries
now? This is an open question. We expect this will be so and now are more actively doing our
part out in the open to help reinforce this message. This needs to be heeded because that is
exactly what is at stake.
If Creator’s plan fails, then humanity will fail and will be no more. These are the stakes. The
choice is yours. We will not force this on anyone. It must be chosen by each and every human,
under the most difficult of circumstances, when all are being subjugated and programmed
to disbelieve in themselves, to disbelieve the existence of the divine, and disbelieve in their
glorious future potential. We cannot make this happen. So the issue of destiny is a concept that
refers to potential but the potential can always change.
It changes as time loops forward and back, with each iteration all acts impinge on one another,
even in a small way, but nonetheless having an influence. Every human thought affects the
entire universe to some degree, even though almost imperceptible. So the human has the ball,
so to speak. We are here to support you. Your actions determine whether our plan will succeed
or not. We are helping to the extent we can under these rules, but we are using this as a way to
test your capability to survive on your own, to create your own destiny. This is a misperception
of the relationship of humanity with Creator, largely courtesy of religious mis-instruction that
human is a mere supplicant, and beholden to God, and must wait and hope and pray for
salvation, for they are helpless.
The opposite is the case. Humans are the beings with true power in your world. You must
step into that power and take action. Our plan depends on you. You can act here and now, in
this moment, and let us into your heart. We will go home with you, and help you to be happy,
and strong, and prosper. It is a choice. You can have Creator’s love within and shine that forth
in everything you do, or you can close the door once and for all. We do not wish to see that
happen. We are keeping the light on for you.
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How is the light winning when the darkness seems so prevalent and even seems to be
increasing?
What you are seeing about you at the current time is in a very real sense a last gasp of the
opposition, for they can see the tide is beginning to turn in a serious way, in favor of the light.
And they are simply creating a backlash to try to overwhelm those aligned with the light, to
discourage them, to distract them, to disempower them yet again.
If people stand strong and hold the light within, and shine the light without, they will prevail and
nothing can stop them. We are staying the hand of the interlopers who have the capability to
completely destroy the planet and everything on it. This is being prevented from happening.
You are safe from this level of calamity. But if you choose to partner with them, if you choose to
give in to them, if you choose to trust them and let them have even greater control, this will be a
slippery slope from which you may not regain your footing. This is the part left to you to decide.
We will not do it all. This is the test. If humans can survive on their own and make things happen
in alignment, they will continue to grow and flourish. You are in charge of our plan, not us.
What would be the most obvious changes that could be observed once the
Extraterrestrial Alliance leaves? I assume the weather would drastically change for the
better immediately, i.e. no hurricanes anymore, no earthquakes, etc. Could we expect it to
play out that way or would it be less obvious for some reason?
This indeed will be observable. There may be some dark doings as a carryover by the members
of the Mercenary Army Program. It is uncertain what their fate might be if there should be a
withdrawal in the future. There are many trade-offs involved in changing history. Much depends
on the nature of the manipulations and the underlying factors that can be done in the past to
prepare for a change in the present.
We are endeavoring to serve all. That may well be an impossibility. They consider the MAP to
be personal property. They will not want to leave any secrets behind that could be discoverable,
so it is one thing to get them to withdraw, and it is another to create increased risks for them in
other respects. They may wish to erase any traces to their knowledge base and technological
capabilities. So they may endeavor to remove any infrastructure, human or material, that could
be exploited against them, if in the future they change their plans and return. There may be
dark doings in the planning that have been ordered to take place, which they may simply allow
to continue. The withdrawal may happen in stages, so the effects will be perceptible more in
stages than with a sudden shift where everything is now neutral or positive.
The corruption of humans will not be undone by them, but only through prolonged healing
efforts. The corruption of individuals to have many dark beliefs that are faulty and will not
serve them, will not go away on its own. So people who have become corrupted will remain
corrupted, it is just they will not be given new marching orders from the interlopers. It is possible
that the extraterrestrials will withdraw before the dark spirits are dealt with, so that will require
a concerted effort to continue the work of healing in earnest to remove that menace to a full
extent.
At the moment, the energies are too uncertain to give you a clear picture, let alone a timetable
for the sequence of events and consequences that will play out. But any lessening of difficulties
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will be a blessing and without the wholesale annihilation of humanity looming, everything else
will not only seem more manageable but be more manageable.
Can Creator share how prayer work and the Lightworker Healing Protocol can help us
create a better and more balanced collective future for all, and might be a more certain
path to future and better interaction with our galactic family?
In a world of great inequality, there are many things that need to change in fundamental ways.
That is always the hardest to achieve. In throwing off a bad practice with evil origin that has
become a cultural norm and rewards a certain class of individuals at the expense of others,
there will be powerful resistance to change such an idea because those with power are the
beneficiaries. There needs to be an opening of minds and hearts to feel a kind of empathy
for those who suffer from the inequities inherent in the system. Only an act of compassion
through a higher awareness will allow any kind of change to occur. In a normal world, that would
happen through the inherent goodness and spiritual alignment of the majority of humans in
residence. But the world is heavily corrupted through ongoing manipulation, power, and control
by the interlopers who have corrupted your government and your institutions, to keep humans
suppressed in their thinking and complacent and insensitive to the suffering of others.
As long as people have a bare minimum, they are accustomed to expecting little more. That
is not a prescription for throwing off the chains of oppression, or a true renaissance in an
awakening that greater possibilities can be brought into existence through an up-swelling of
desire. The creation of fertile environments for creative change, and bold innovative thinking to
try new strategies, will allow a wholesale change in the organization and objectives of Earth’s
institutions, to break with hidebound tradition and create new paradigms and reward systems to
encourage creativity and imagination to raise everything up to new heights. That could be done
within a generation in the absence of outside manipulation.
So how will that happen when you are not in control to begin with? You cannot vote in a new
government and have the expectation anything will change for the better. It will change the
names and faces but the same games will continue—the same tried and true diversions and
manipulations and unfair practices. You need divine help to break out of your cages and create
a new world from top to bottom built on freedom and true equality and fairness. This will require
a sea change in human thinking and perspectives because you have been subjugated for so
long and have been rendered complacent in having low expectations for human betterment. The
divine help you can access is fully up to the challenge here, to right the wrongs of the past and
transform things into a vastly greater existence. That cannot happen until the problem of evil is
solved. It is standing squarely in your path and it controls you. That can only be eased through
divine intervention to bring healing of sufficient magnitude, for those who oppress you, that there
can be enough of a shift in their intentions to allow something better to begin happening.
You were created to solve the problem of evil in the galaxy—exhibited by the fallen angelics and
the extraterrestrial species they have corrupted through possession, and as is inflicted on most
human beings as well. You are being threatened by those very alien beings because their level
of corruption underlies their subjugation and manipulation of humanity—to keep you dimmed
down, dumbed down, and subjugated. If you are successful in healing them sufficiently so they
will withdraw, making it possible for you to continue healing the entirety of humanity sufficiently,
you will all ascend to a higher dimension and take up new roles throughout the universe.
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If you are successful and humanity is not ended by your alien extraterrestrial controllers, you
will continue working on their healing from these higher dimensions, serving as a source of
inspiration and providing them with divine assistance much in the same way as you obtain now
from beings in the light and the angelics serving the light and protecting and bringing healing for
humans in the physical. As roving ambassadors for the divine, you will interact with many such
worlds and will continue to raise up the very dark extraterrestrials who have harmed humanity
so greatly through the ages. You will see from your divine perspective that they became
corrupted by the fallen angels and this nearly reached the point where humanity became so
corrupt they were unable to help themselves in the face of the alien intrusion that has put
humanity at risk at this very moment.
Time will tell if you can be successful, but you will need the Lightworker Healing Protocol to
accomplish the specific and deep divine healing needed for the task at hand, to counter these
evil and savage beings who have their designs on you and your world. If things work out for
the better, you will continue to rescue them from their near annihilation—through depravity,
and risking a total disconnection from the divine. That will be the greatest of achievements
by any beings anywhere, and you will be on record for all of time as the greatest of divine
representatives for your achievements.
The first order of business is to achieve a withdrawal of the dark extraterrestrials from your
realm. And then, removal through a healing enterprise to engage with and raise up the dark
spirit influence that has corrupted everything. When this has successfully enabled a divine
outreach to start them on a better path, then humanity, at long last, will have enough freedom
in the range of possibilities that healing can begin in earnest for the tremendous backlog of
karmic wounding that has accumulated through the ages of continued oppression. You have
existed more as slaves than as free human beings. You all share that slave mentality of low
expectations and meager belief in yourselves, let alone an awareness of, and belief in the divine
realm as part of your heritage and potential. That is your destiny, to once again rise to those
heights. That cannot happen with evil in your way.
The healing will only happen if you request it. It is a test of you, in fact, to see: “Will you do it?
Will you awaken, and awaken enough of your brethren to join you in the effort of requesting
divine assistance to begin this transformation? And will you bring yourselves back from the brink
of annihilation to regain strength, overcome your oppression, and initiate a new dawning era of
enlightenment, through healing the wounds of the past? Will you return at long last to your true
potential that has been denied you for thousands of years of enslavement by these interlopers
corrupting you through evil to settle for less and live in a state of diminishment?” That can all
change if you choose for it to happen and take action. It will only happen at your direct request.
We are waiting to see what you choose and whether you can do your part and live up to the
promise inherent in your creation—to be change agents in solving the problem of evil—that will
benefit the entire universe and change the destiny of everyone and everything within it.
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